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BACKGROUND
The UNESCO Category 2 Centre for World Natural Heritage Management and Training
(UNESCO C2C), at the Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, organised a two-venue
festival in February 2017: Celebrating Natural Heritage: In Literature, Arts & Culture.
The event took place at the Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, and the Great
Himalayan National Park Conservation Area, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site
in Himachal Pradesh.
The Natural Heritage Festival, the first of its kind in India, aimed to celebrate India’s
spectacular natural heritage through creative arts. Several panel discussions and
workshops on nature and conservation were organised, including nature writing, Hindi
poetry, wildlife photography, film-making, natural and discussions on cultural heritage of
the mountains and environmental journalism.
In the spirit of celebrating India’s long history of nature writing, and encouraging a
continuance of the tradition, a nation-wide nature writing competition was organised by
the UNESCO C2C. The competition was open to individuals in the age group 18-40, and
participants were asked to focus their writings on the themes of nature, wildlife and
conservation.
The competition received a good response with a total of 67 entries being received. These
entries were evaluated through two jury panels through a double-blind method, and the
authors of the top three entries were declared winners. These authors also won a chance
to attend the festival at Wildlife Institute of India and the Great Himalayan National Park.
The nine next best entries were awarded honorary certificates.
The 12 winning entries have been published in this souvenir that was released on 8th
February 2017 by pre-eminent wildlife biologist and conservationist Dr George Schaller,
at Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun.
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FIRST PRIZE
The Human Pachyderm
By Nishanth S.
The shackles between my feet are so thin, that I could snap them with a twist,
yet I lack the spirit to break them, for I am broken inside. I do not control my
future, nor my thoughts or even my actions. It is such a paradox, that I, a
symbol of might and strength, am bound by conniving bipedal soft beings, who
crush easily under my feet like melons, and yet I lack the spirit to attempt it,
for I am utterly helpless and beyond hope.
A creature from the wilds I was, my home amidst the blue mountains, where
great forests of Mathi, taare, Basari , Tadasalu, Byne and dhupa trees grow,
where the Arjunas

would shoot high into the sky, and between whose

buttresses flowed our sacred rivulets which quenched the thirst of the living
things. Lush was our land with succulent grasses and varieties of Bamboo,
bountiful with fruits of

Hebba Halasu, Maavu and Kedage. Wherever water

collected to form marshes known as Hadalus, we gathered as they were the
places of commune for our brethren and fellow beings with whom we shared
our homeland.
We were the custodians of our vast homeland, which we require for our
existence as much as it requires us for its existence. We are but a cog in this
giant wheel of nature and our being in these wild environs benefits a multitude
of fellow beings as we are nature’s gardeners creating opportunities for other
beings, from the giant Palmyra palm, to the tiny Dung beetle, many living
things depend on our presence. The aspects which we consider suitable for our
existence are also what multitude of other forest beings also consider suitable
for their persistence. Our kind has to travel great distances in order to satiate
our large appetite. Remarkable is the knowledge of our great mothers, who
guided their families to regions of plenty in desperate times of scarcity,
travelling from forest to forest through valleys, gorges, hills and plains. We
2
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relied upon their memory and passed on these survival skills to the
inexperienced, generation upon generation in continuum, but as your world is
getting larger and larger with your growing farms, towns and cities, our world
is getting smaller and congested, and this has resulted in us crossing paths
and the outcome has been bitter.
Our lands have been decimated, pillaged, burned or ruined. As you push in
more and more into our homelands, our paths and our waters, changing,
diverting modifying to meet your own ends, where are we to fend for ourselves?
Where are we to secure the future of our children? To teach them to continue
in a world changing ever so rapidly from one season to the other, this is beyond
recognition to us. We do not accept your boundaries or your barriers. Cut off
from our native lands by your walls, fences and trenches, we are under
constant agony. The fertile regions of our land where our food grows also seem
to suit those grasses and plants which you have tamed to suit your
requirements. Our homelands have been ravaged by weeds introduced by your
ignorance. Your paths of transportation cut through my homelands, killing my
kind and fellow beings. The food that I and my fellow beings depend on has
been reduced by the grazing of the other beings domesticated by you. As my
homeland shrinks and becomes alienated to my kind, and as my waters dry up
on account of your activities, it is only fair that we pillage your foods and your
lands, for how are we to persist in this changing environment if we don’t adapt?
Maize, paddy, banana and millet, the food that you cultivate are much to our
liking too, for we do not need to voyage great distances to satisfy our hunger or
compete with our brethren for the little food in our homelands which have been
decimated by your doing. And so the edge of our homeland is the battle zone
and the pickings are rich. We have to cut losses at both ends. But in this battle
my kind losses more than yours.
The circumstances which led me to be where I am are a result of this conflict
that man and elephant face. Crop raiding by my fellows led us into frequent
fights with your people. Fires were burnt, crackers were flung, femurs were
3
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shattered and skulls were crushed. Some of my fellows were shot, while some
others were electrocuted. However many of us were corralled into keddahs. In
the months that followed we were made to undergo such sheer torture and
pain, that it eventually breaks our spirit, nature, and our individualities. We
eventually end up in camps, until we are sent off to places where man can elicit
some service from us for his benefit.
A prod by the Ankush brings me back to reality that I am trapped in. Nowadays
I am forced to bless people so their wishes come true in exchange for some
collateral in the form of some money which my mahout pockets. Occasionally
to my delight, it’s an odd banana. But what beliefs are at play for one to seek
blessings from a broken and bound creature, tethered to a hook adorned with
garlands, only to serve as embellishments and symbols of grandeur.
If the history of the Western nations were written on the back of a horse, then
the history of your kind in the orient was written on the back of an Elephant
for we have formed part of your ancient civilizations and cultures here. The
siblings of my forbearers have built your ancient cities, forts and temples, for
they have toiled for the ambitions of your predecessors. Our kind has bled and
died in the despicable wars waged by your ancestors against each other, fuelled
by greed and blood lust which is the nature of your species. Be it kings, gods or
tyrants, we have carried them all on occasions of war or marriage, festivities or
funerals. Due to my nature, I command adoration and respect for the proof of
this is not merely etched in these stone monuments of yours, but also in the
minds of your brethren, for an elephant can strike terror in the hearts of your
men and yet make them circumambulate around one. Having this venerated
status probably helped our kind persist here, while elsewhere, people wantonly
persecuted them. Our relationship with man has been at the extreme ends of
this spectrum. It is a strange predicament that I am chained up in servitude at
a temple, where you extol the virtues of an elephant god in your prayers,
scriptures and idols, which are showered with milk and honey while I, the
embodiment of your gods, am left to shed tears as I sway back and forth
4
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mindlessly. It appears like a cruel joke that I am tied to a stone pillar with
motifs of elephants playing in forests of kadambas.
My Kind however has suffered untold miseries in the hands of your kind. From
poaching for sport or killing for Ivory, to persecution as large vermin or killed
by your moving metal creatures, we have endured it all. Having been at this
temple for a while I have studied you closely, and I do understand that much
like us, you are social beings too. Our families are close knit like yours. In my
world, matriarchs are the leaders. Aunts, sisters and cousins, all chip in taking
care of the young. Just as your toddlers are learning to use their feet, so do our
young ones learn to use their trunks. And much like you, we too take care of
our sick and mourn our dead. We do socialize much like you do with other
groups and chastise our young for bad behaviour.
So why is it hard for you to see these similarities and respect our rights to our
lands? Why is it that you beings feel entitled or supreme to nature? The Idea
that this world and its entities have to cater to your well being is what has
brought us into conflict. We too are inheritors of this earth. If you could
understand with your superior reasoning skills, about the necessities of other
creatures, why is it hard for you to understand that we are part of nature as
much as you desire to be?
Despite the cultural symbol status, our numbers continue to decrease. We are
increasingly being vilified and our migratory routes are being modified, those of
us with tusks are poached and crop raiders are captured. But we shall
continue fighting for our land till the end of time, much like you, but as you
continue battling nature, in order to straighten it out and satiate some
penchant desire for some order and dominance, I am sure that you will emerge
victorious, but you definitely will have lost the war.

Nishanth S. is a research assistant at Centre for Wildlife Studies, Bangalore and is working
on a project on Human-elephant interactions near protected areas in Southern Karnataka
region
5
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SECOND PRIZE
Stories in the Sand
By Kadambari Devarajan
In the arid salt flats that extend seemingly endlessly in all directions, all is not
what meets the eye. There exists a landscape so unique and unusual that but
for some security outposts, one will be hardpressed to figure out where India
ends and Pakistan begins. These desolate badlands are what I would like to
refer to as ‘India’s Wild West’. The range of responses, when I mention that this
is the location of my latest ecological study, cover the spectrum from polite
incredulity (“Do you actually find any wildlife there?”) to smirks and sniggers
(“Smart

choice,

easy

way

out

of

working

hard,

eh?”).

Wisecracks

notwithstanding, any person who actually visits Kutch cannot but be
overwhelmed by the stark beauty and vastness of the place. Allow me to
introduce to you that singularly remarkable beauty, the dynamic and vivacious
- Kutch. (And yes, I did indeed personify the place. Hopefully, you will see why!)

When you think of Kutch, or any desert for that matter, in all likelihood you
are probably envisioning a flat, desolate, seemingly never-ending splotch on the
map, with some sand dunes thrown in. To paint an even more vivid picture, let
us play the game where you have to say what comes to mind when the game’s
host (me, in this case) gives you a word. Desert, go! Hmmm, let’s see – oasis,
dune, camel, no water, no vegetation, sweltering heat ...Right? Sorry, wrong!
Just suffice to say that Kutch will help rid you of these stereotypes. While
many of these descriptions will be valid for the region at some point of the
almanac, it is so much more.

It struck me full force, on my very first trip to the region, that my ‘blinkers on’
view of deserts is akin to the story of the blind men and the elephant. And as
this realization dawned on me, Kutch started sucking me into the heaving,
6
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whirling sandstorm that represents the ‘it’s complicated’ relationship between
an ecologist and her beloved, if possessive, field site.
***
It was a sweltering, dry heat, unlike anything one has experienced before. I had
landed in Kutch, in the peak of summer, with a couple of suitcases full of
camera traps, sincerely hoping I am not accosted by the Security folks, bracing
myself for a long enquiry in the midday heat. On hindsight, this should have
been the least of my worries. As it turned out, nothing could prepare me for the
heat. The daytime temperatures soared and touched 55°C.

That summer in Kutch caught me off guard and sent me headlong into the
deep end of the pool. My stay at in the village of Hodka, closer to the Pakistan
border than the nearest Indian city of Bhuj, was a culture shock for all parties
involved. It was exciting, frustrating, and maddenly chaotic, and resulted in
field stories and friendships that could fill an entire book. The stories are
brought to life with a clutch of characters and situations straight out of a
Wodehousian novel – eccentric, engaging, and witty. Character building, a wise
person would call it.

Let me introduce to you my field assistants for that summer – the brash but
charming prankster who goes by the name of Rasool, and the poised but everready-with-a-question teenager Mutthalib. Things got interesting right from the
get go. Both of them, like most people in Kutch, are pastoralists – some
nomadic, some seasonally nomadic, and some (for lack of a better word)
settled. While fairly well traveled, intelligent, and quick to grasp things, they
were totally stumped by why someone will spend more money (“... than is
worth several heads of good cattle”) on cameras. Who on earth spends good
money on studying pesky jackals and foxes and dogs? And who can blame
them?! That they were amused would be an understatement, but they
attributed the cameras to the idiosyncracies of some city folk, who for some
7
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strange reason cannot appreciate livestock (“Are you sure you do not want to
study the grazing patterns of cattle?”) and tagged along to help me.

Armed with shiny new trail cameras, we set out trying to identify the different
mammals found in the area. While nearly all bird life pretty much disappears
from Kutch during summer, the mammals become easier to spot. Yay, lucky
me! Not wanting to waste this sizzling opportunity (pardon the poor pun), I
shortlisted a few locations to set up the cameras and off we went in a brand
new four-wheel drive Mahindra Bolero (pristine white in color and perfect for
dealing with the heat in summer), a recent acquisition that was to be an
integral part of the field station that was just being set up.

Since Kutch is by and large bereft of woody vegetation or trees, I had come to
the Banni grasslands armed with a custom stand designed for such a situation
and graciously built for me on short notice by a magician when it comes to
metal (an alchemist with iron, if you will) in Bhuj who typically works with the
likes of Bollywood royalty and builds fancy gizmos for movie cameras. He
considered this nearly broke conservationist his charity of the year and
generously did not charge me Bollywood rates, something I am still grateful for.
Hail Bharat bhai and his nerves of steel!

These camera trap stands naturally had pros and cons – while they took care of
the problem of no tree to tie the cameras to, they could easily be removed,
stolen, or damaged. They stood out like a sore thumb in the terrain, not to
mention the perils of setting up cameras in Border Security Force area, a
veritable no man’s land. I was to find out exactly how interesting things could
get in these parts about a year after this innocuous recce.

I had to set camera traps at hundreds of locations all across the Banni
grasslands. Some days were business as usual, while other days would throw
8
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up more adventure than I had bargained for. Like most people working with
expensive equipment, I was privy to the mortal fear of damaging or losing said
equipment. Would you like to hazard a guess as to what happens when the
protagonist faces her fears? Yes, indeed, she is surprised by the weapons that
surface – skills she never knew she had!

One glorious winter’s day in the field, I was crushed to find a camera trap I had
set four days ago to be missing. My field assistant for this season was the
softspoken Megha bhai, who asked me to check my GPS coordinates. I insisted
it was this location. And didn’t we land up here using our never fail shortcut of
following the tyre tracks of my trusted steed, an eye-popping blue Maruti
Gypsy? We stood there, scratching our heads, like two characters in a comic
strip. It was time to solve the Mystery of the Missing Camera.

We were too shocked and worried to talk, and ended up circling the area a
couple of times, just to be sure. Maybe a wild boar or nilgai used it as a
scratching post, and ended up moving it a few metres away or something? No
such luck. The area was flat, and the visibility was very high, several
kilometres in fact. The camera had been set in a small patch with some
Capparisdecidua bushes (the berries are edible and make for fantastic pickles!)
in a sea of Suaeda fruticosa (the salty leaves make for an excellent snack,
methinks!)shrubs. There was the odd Prosopis juliflora as well, but thankfully
the scratchy, thorny invasive that was the bane of every botanist and cattle
herder in the region had not yet spread much here.

Hannibal famously said, “I shall either find a way or make one.” Turns out, the
mystery was about to be solved and quickly too. Our culprits had made the
way for us. The area is covered with a fine, powdery soil which gives more
information than any eye-witness can. We found motorcycle tracks leading
from the GPS location of my camera trap and the tracks were heading east. We
9
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also found the footprints of three individuals. With our imagination running
wild, we could picture the blokes parking the motorbike, two of them getting off
and walking to get the camera trap (stand and all), and laughing gleefully as
they made their wicked way back home. What was infuriating was that there
seemed to have been a lot of activity – there were the usual jackal and Indian
fox pugmarks, but this time there also seemed to be a larger canid’s pugmark
in the find sand. I dared dream – a wolf? Could it really, finally be?

We followed the motorcycle track through bushes and boulevards (well, a
Banni equivalent), and finally stopping with the tracks at a field. We managed
to meet a couple of villagers nearby who pointed us to the headman’s house.
We bared all to the gentleman, after waiting several hours to see him. While he
refused to divulge any details, he seemed moved by my plea, “Please just
ensure that the camera is returned to me, and I will not escalate it and involve
the police!” Giving up on the camera, but secretly pleased with our sleuthing
skills, we ambled back to the field station. There was pin drop silence for the
duration of the drive back home, a solid two hours.

A couple of weeks later, while I was traveling, I got a call from a colleague at
the field station. She said the village headman had sent the camera to me.
Before I could rejoice, she quietly added, “The lock has been broken, the
memory card removed, and the piece seems damaged beyond repair. It does
not seem to be working. Sorry.”

Many months after I first started working there, by which time I had earned the
trust and confidence of many of the locals, I finally solved the missing piece of
the puzzle. I had been wondering why they damaged the camera before
returning it. I could tell you what happened, but one cannot break the
confidentiality clause of village gossip. Moreover, I’ll be sabotaging the sanctity
of stories in the sand, would I not?
10
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***
Salim mama (uncle, in many Indian languages) is the respected and wise
headman of the small village of Sargu in the Banni grasslands of Kutch. His
love and knowledge for all creatures, but especially livestock is legendary.
Cattle herders from far and wide will flock to him for any problems their cattle
may have. Salim mama is their very own James Herriot, albeit without formal
veterinary training. No school or degree can compete with practical training,
and a life spent immersed in caring for creatures. He is also a treasuretrove of
legends from long ago, and stories from everywhere.
I used to look forward to working in the vicinity of the hamlet of Sargu, and not
without reason. Protocol demanded that while working near a village (and there
were more than 50 villages in the Banni grasslands of Kutch alone), one has to
respectfully meet the headman (I am not being gender-biased, women’s rights
has a long way to go here) and inform him of the plan. This could be done over
the telephone since they are busy people, and like all busy people, hard to
reach. In the case of Sargu, there was no question about a telephone call –
there was no way I was missing a conversation with Salim mama, beloved by
all who know him. I would suddenly transform into this little girl badgering her
grandfather for stories. And he will kindly, patiently oblige, belting out tales,
amused at the starry-eyed wonder of this overgrown kid.

One of the first stories I heard from the master storyteller, along the lines of
Aesop’s Fables, was about the fox and the dog. The locals state that when a dog
chases a fox, the fox is so clever that it will sprint away with its tail horizontal
to the ground. After a while the dog will be focused only on the distinctly
colored tip of the tail, almost hypnotized by the white fluff. At this opportune
moment, the wily fox will point the tail in a different direction in a sudden
movement and sprint in the opposite direction while the dog will end up
following the direction of the tail. And, that is how the clever fox will outsmart
the dog.
11
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***
A winter in Kutch is incomplete without
without some music and merrymaking around
a bonfire. Stories of djinns in the Dargah in Sarada village or politics from
Bhirandiyara and the mysterious ghost lights or chir batti of the Banni
grasslands will make the rounds. Huddled in a shawl around a bonfi
bonfire under
the starrry skies of Kutch, reminscing about stories in the sands, is one of my
happy places.

Kadambari Devarajan is a computer-scientist-turned-ecologist
computer
ecologist who graduated from the
National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bangalore. Her research involves applying
quantitative tools to visualize and analyze scientific data.
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THIRD PRIZE
The Storm Within
By Anuranjan Roy
A Gathering Storm
16:30 hours, 25-May-2016, Special Economic Zone, Newtown, Rajarhat,
Kolkata
Clickety clack. Click. Clickety clack. Click.
The keyboard and mouse chatter was the only sound that could be heard
inside our office. It was a typical crunch hour scenario. Engineers in this part
of the world focussed on completing their tasks so that engineers on the other
side of the world could continue theirs. Then there came a rather insistent
hum, not from the centralized Air Conditioning but a human hum. There was a
crowd of spectators, slowly multiplying, looking out through the roof to floor
glass walls of our 8th floor office. Outside, gathering its forces and rolling in
from the empty spaces that could still be found in this part of newly developed
Kolkata, was a thunderstorm in all its dark glory. Work could wait.
The Crane Curfew
20:30 hours, 02-May-2016, Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh
The Indian Army was doing flag marches through desolate streets. This
evening, only the braves in their olives & greens performed their duties, yet
again restoring order to chaos. There was unrest in Tawang - the rumours
whispered and our group of 7 were probably the only tourists in town.
So… what was the protest about, I asked? Only a year ago, Tawang had
seemed such an idyllic and peaceful place, drawing me in to visit it again, this
time with friends for company. At the root of it all, I learnt that the
administration had wrongfully detained a senior lama protesting the proposed
13
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780 MW Nyamjang Chhu hydropower project. The barrage for the same would
flood the portion of Pangchen Valley where the exquisite black necked cranes,
annual visitors from Tibet since time immemorial and holy to the local Monpa
populace, wintered.
I too had visited the mesmerisingly beautiful Pangchen Valley on my previous
trip to Arunachal Pradesh, putting up in a homestay at Kharman, Zemithang.
My heart skipped a beat. Here were actual people who thought that black
necked cranes were as important as megawatts!
The Keepers of the Jungle
7-May-2015, Pakke Tiger Reserve, Seijosa, Arunachal Pradesh
In retrospect, I shouldn’t have been surprised. After all, it was here in
Arunachal Pradesh, again a year ago, that I had had the privilege of meeting an
environmental superhero, one of the many that patrol, protect and preserve
India’s spectacular natural heritage.
This particular superhero went by the name of Sanjay Disso, a Special Tiger
Protection Force guard at Pakke and my guide during my stay there. But before
we talk more about Sanjay, let’s talk about the ‘streets’ that he watched over.
Under the able leadership of Tana Tapi, DFO Seijosa, Pakke has rebounded
into a magical sanctuary at the border of Assam & Arunachal Pradesh that all
nature lovers must make a pilgrimage to. Tigers, leopards, elephants and
hornbills are but a few of the beneficiaries. By engaging the local Nyishi tribals
heavily in the protection of the forests of their forefathers and convincing them
to give up or modify unsustainable traditions, Pakke is really showing the way.
Pakke is Sanjay’s neighbourhood and beneath his cheerful demeanour is a
deep love for these forests. Walking through the jungle with him, listening to
his innumerable animal stories, it is very clear that this is a man the forest
speaks to. Machete in hand to cut his way through the undergrowth, gun on
the sling to scare away poachers, he roams his terrain facing the risks of both
14
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the anger of those humans engaged in illegal activities and the self defence of
an elephant. In his spare time, when not putting life and limb on the line for
wildlife, he is painting beautiful pictures of them in Pakke’s forest rest-houses
or casting fiberglass hornbill bills for use in Nyishi festivities in his modest
guard accommodations.
It boggles my mind to think that we have such true heroes walking our world.
If I hadn’t met him in person, I wouldn’t have believed that such a person
existed.
I was also happy that I met him before I almost died.
Close Encounter of the Western Ghats Kind
19:00 hours, 08-Jun-2015, Thirunelly, Kerala
Well, this was going to be a grand way to die… or at least so I thought. Here in
the heavenly junction of Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and the Western
Ghats, where a couple of hours ago, I had had the most amazing safari sighting
of a stalking leopard, the legendary “Scarface” of Nagerhole across the border in
Karnataka; here in one of the most biodiverse forests on our planet, at the edge
of the Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, I could see my wildlife obsessed life flash
before my eyes and I smiled a happy smile. The end was nigh.
You see… you haven’t really seen a wild lone tusker until you have seen it loom
over your sedan’s windshield from the passenger seat as your car turns around
a blind corner on a Ghat road and suddenly finds it lumbering up the road in
the same direction. Then to see the huge elephant surprised by the headlights
of your car and angle across the road is to see your options drastically reduce
to one – whatever the Old Fellow in the Sky had chosen for you.

15
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I had thrown myself to the winds of fate as it put us within inches of an
agitated elephant but luckily for me, not so much my driver, Sadhik, local
driver extraordinaire. Using
sing lightning presence of mind, he managed to
maneuver the car with dexterity leaving both the elephant and the car
passenger extremely surprised but completely unharmed.
A heart thumping minute and some distance put in between the pachyderm &
us later, Sadhik looked to me and started laughing. “Sarr,
“
, it’s OK. Me local
driver. Know that road belong to elephant. Know exactly what to do!” he said.
I was amazed… at his ability to brush off a close encounter like that, with a
joke and a laugh. I guess when you
you live all your life in such proximity to the
forest and its denizens, this might just be neighbourly affection that I was
lucky enough to witness!
16
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Yet it must be said that some neighbours are tougher to live with.
Tiger Tiger Burning Bright
10:30 hours, 14-Nov-2010, Children's Day in India, Sunderbans Tiger Reserve
Oh, the glorious tiger, golden yellow and striped; perfect predator, magnificence
on four paws – respect and awe was all I had for the grand big cat. It was in
this ignorant poetic spirit that I said to the local guide on our Sunderbans
weekend cruise, “You guys are sooooo lucky to be living next to such a majestic
animal!”
The guide’s reply was polite but firm “Actually… we fear the tiger as much you
would if you went out alone into these forests. Come evening time, we would be
terrified to leave our houses and earlier, every chance we had, we would kill
tigers who ventured towards our villages. In recent decades, the Forest
Department has been able to convince people of the importance of these tigers
and we are learning to co-exist with them.”
Poof. I realized that in all my TV documentary based worship of the tiger, I had
conveniently forgotten to think of a critical fact… that for the people who lived
in close proximity to these “apex carnivores”, tigers were indeed a very scary
proposition. I thought that it is an incredible testament to trust in nature that
people like our guide in the Sunderbans, despite everything, took the
possibility of a tiger prowling in the neighbourhood bushes as a fact of life and
carried on living normally to the best of their abilities.
It all boils down to the golden question put to every wildlife conservationist at
least once in life… shouldn’t people have higher priority than animals?
For that, we must return to curfewed Tawang in May of this year.
Why not dams?
22:30 hours, 02-May-2016, Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh
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Why not dams? Indeed, that was the question on the lips of some of my
colleagues who had travelled with me to Tawang. As we sat together in a room
in an almost empty hotel, the discussion naturally turned towards the topic of
the hour – the Nyamjang Chhu hydroelectric project and whether the local
people were correct in protesting against it.
Everyone needs electricity, said my friends, for without it there would be no
progress. Having experienced firsthand the poor road conditions between
Bhalukpong on the Assam border to this remote northwestern corner of
Arunachal Pradesh, comparisons with more tourist friendly states like Sikkim
were inevitable. Wouldn’t better roads and a steady electricity supply help draw
in more tourists and therefore ensure more economic prosperity for the region?
The simple and brutal answer to that question would be… yes. Yes, a small
portion of a remote valley where only a handful of people lived anyway would be
flooded but the “greater good” of the people would be ensured with 780 MW of
electricity available for use. Yes, a few beautiful black necked cranes would fly
in from Tibet, not find a wintering site and die but at the end of the day, what
more are they except for beautiful birds?
The not-so-simple and considerate answer to that question would be a
resounding… no.
No because…
7-May-2015, Pakke Tiger Reserve, Seijosa, Arunachal Pradesh
“Shouldn’t people have higher priority than animals?”
That question itself is a false question to ask. People are animals too. The
moment we start differentiating between us and them is the point where all of
our problems begin. Animals need clean air, water and space to flourish. Guess
what? People need them too.
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There is a reason behind why pausing to look at a flower makes us happy, why
we write songs about the rain and why we can spend hours listening to the
waves crash on a rocky shore. Beneath all of our sophistication and gadgetry,
beyond the four walls our species has spent tens of thousands of years
perfecting – we belong to nature and nature belongs to us.
Folks like Sanjay Disso already know that and they don’t waste time trying to
teach us so. They are too busy protecting what precious little we have left. To
him and his kind, our civilization is greatly indebted.
No because…
08-Jun-2015, Thirunelly, Kerala
WARNING: Please do not take this as a suggestion to get pally with a wild
elephant. NOT a good idea. Post Mowgli & Colonel Hathi, there have been zero
success stories.
Another oft heard phrase in the world of human-animal conflict is of them
“encroaching on each other’s space” Space, if you ask me, is the endless void
that lies beyond our little planet from which little green men are, right as of
this moment, pointing little green fingers at and laughing at our ignorance.
There is no elephant’s space or human space… it is all our space, to share and
to adjust.
Sadhik knows. Many a night ferrying tourists about the Western Ghats
biosphere, on a dark road, he comes across a single behemoth or a family of
lumbering giants. He doesn’t curse them or wish them away. He waits and
decides and does the right thing. The road may have been designed for his Tata
Indigo Manza but he is perfectly OK with sharing it with the grey ‘bulldozers’
from the forest.
No because…
23:30 hours, 14-Nov-2010, Children's Day in India, Sunderbans Tiger Reserve
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It is impossible to scientifically quantify the value of wonder.
Anchored at the edges of the Sunderbans Tiger Reserve, our tourist river cruise
boat rocks gently coaxing all of its passengers into a peaceful slumber. Well…
almost all. A friend and me are out on deck, wobbly plastic chairs under us
and legs resting on the guard rails. We talk... about everything from Maoists to
Mariah Carey but mostly we listen. And speculate.
That splash in the water, that distant sound from a nearby island, the
knowledge that this is a place where man has yet been unable to make a
civilization size dent – add to the atmosphere provided by a clear sky with a
billion stars jostling for attention. We are still enchanted by the mellow sunset
of the evening we had seen a few hours ago in this vast and mysterious tide
country. We will later wake up and be witness to the glorious vista of dawn in
the Sunderbans and its universe of arteries.
It was a curious coincidence that it was Children’s Day as well. As adults, we
become too obsessed with facts, figures and numbers. Feel, fun and freedom
from life’s mundaneness – all so easily accessible through nature – help to shed
those years in a moment’s notice.
Thankfully, a lot of people do realize that. A court ruling recently banned DJ
music enabled cruises in the Sunderbans area – though the person who
originally came up with that less-than-adorable idea must be felicitated for
his/her total lack of any sense of propriety. The Nyamjang Chhu hydroelectric
project has been stayed – a great albeit temporary victory for the Monpa locals
– as the National Green Tribunal suspended the clearance given to the
proposed barrage. The arrival of 6 black necked cranes in the beginning of
winter, yet again, this year in the Zemithang area was truly a joy to hear of.
The Storm
17:00 hours, 25-May-2016, Special Economic Zone, Newtown, Rajarhat,
Kolkata
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Outside the storm raged. Sheets of water splashed against the thick double
walled glasses of our office wall windows giving a washed over view of the world
outside. The thing about the thick double walled glass panes is that they are
notoriously soundproof. You know the wind is howling outside but you can’t
hear it.
For that reason, it was time to step outside into the long passageway beyond
our warren of cubicles, also double walled glass paned but equipped with a
strange anomaly in the world of centralized Air Conditioning – windows that
open out to the world. Nearly every window had already been taken up already
– by people who wouldn’t normally look 6 inches beyond a smartphone screen.
They had opened the window a crack and were feeling the rain drops hit their
hand & listening to the wind howl.
Those of us that love Nature tend to get all worked up about the human world
not caring any more about where we all came from. We worry about growing
isolation from Nature and the deep absorption of the “new generation” into the
virtual world. That evening in an IT office in Kolkata, you the Nature lover
would have felt at ease.
True that it took the violence of a storm to draw‘em out. But all of us have an
unbreakable bond with Nature, a link forged through the millennia and genes
and our primeval ancestors. There will always… always be a way for the storm
within to connect with the storm without.

Anuranjan Roy is based in Kolkata and a wish to write consumes most of his days. When
that wish does translate to action – it chooses travel, nature and motorcycles.
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Apparently Abandoned
By Reetika Maheshwary
She walked silently as the drops of dew settled on the grass blades dampened
her feet. At the first break of light, the jungle was alive with the sound of song
birds and crickets. She walked past the old Banyan tree, the usual route.
Above her head was a scratching, screeching colony of fruit bats. It was a
familiar smell – the droppings of bats and broken fruits of Ficus. Moving ahead
and just around the corner, was the old ant hill. A line of busy ants carried tiny
blades of grass into the hill. The grass around the muddy structure that would
have otherwise hidden her, had been cleared by the working ants. Curving
stealthily around the hill, she moved across a pathway: A pathway that had
been shaped by humans who roamed the area, their feet trampling the grass
under. But it wasn’t only them that used this pathway. Everyone did - the
civets, the foxes and even the monitor lizards. She could smell them all.
Across the path was a pile of rocks. She had finally reached the precise location
she had been to earlier that night. It was the safest location she could find - for
inside the cavity created by those rocks was something most precious to her.
Three kittens, hidden behind the shrub of Prosopis. The spiny dry arms of the
shrub prevented her offspring from mistakenly wandering out and protected
them from predators lurking nearby. This location would keep her kittens safe
until she returned from a hunt. She had carefully chosen this location about a
week ago. Although safe, her instinct prompted her to move the litter to a new
location. Till they grew bigger, she would have to find at least three to four
more such locations.
As she neared the cavity, she sensed something awkward. Something had
changed. It wasn’t a hungry monitor or a searching leash of foxes. She
rummaged the area for those characteristic black ear tufts and listened intently
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for the hungry mewing of her kittens. Her litter was missing and all she could
smell was humans amongst the scattered dried leaves. Her stance tensed and
her whiskers pricked forward as she grew alert. She attempted sniffing a trail
leading to the missing kittens, but it was unfruitful. She had left the den just a
few hours ago in search of food and a new shelter that she could move her
kittens into. Now, she had lost yet another litter to humans.
Before the sun rose that day, they set out on their daily patrolling duties, a
relatively new job. Dressed in camouflage, the uniform of the forest
department, they had memorized the forest trails at the back of their minds.
They placed their feet carefully on the ground, scouting for leg hold traps set
out by poachers of wildlife. Using a checklist, they documented the presence of
wild animals. The scat of a leopard, the smell of which could be detected from
far away. Coarse hair in the scat indicated its recent prey – probably a deer.
The pug marks of a jungle cat or another small felid, petite and carefully placed
on linear trails of loose mud. A fresh lek of Nilgai pellets – oval in shape with
one pointed end. Peacocks were calling out nearby. Their sense of sight, smell
and hearing was now accustomed to the jungle.
As they passed the roost of flying foxes, they crossed the usual pathway
eventually heading towards the water reservoir. Their feet causing a soft
crunch as they walked on the dry leaf litter. They stopped mid-step when they
heard a faint sound emanating from the rocks nearby. They strained their
attention towards the rock crevice. The sound persisted. They carefully cut the
thorny Prosopis juliforia, finding three jungle cat kittens shuffling within. At
about two weeks of age, these helpless kittens stopped mewing and began
shivering with fright, apparently campaigning for help. They then began to
search for their mother. They scouted the area but found no evidence. The sun
rose as they waited for the appearance of a mother jungle cat. A disconcerting
thought soon crossed their minds.
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Over the past few years, incidences of jungle cats being trapped, poisoned and
killed by farmers had been increasing. The workers at the fast growing poultry
farm in the vicinity considered jungle cats and other wildlife as pests that
predated upon valuable poultry birds. The three kittens had probably been left
alone while their mother searched for food. The patrolling team assumed that
she would have been killed by a leg hold trapped laid out by farmers. Could
they abandon the kittens and leave them to fend for themselves? It wasn’t
humane and they had no choice but to intervene. Without the protection of a
mother, it would take no time for a predator such as a python, a monitor or
even a raptor to hunt them out. They knew of a wildlife rescue centre that
treated and hand raised orphaned animals. Although a mother’s care would’ve
been the best, they thought that this could be the abandoned/orphaned
kittens’ only chance for survival. They decided to end their trail and instead
admit the animals in the care of veterinarian and keepers at the centre.
Jungle cats (Felis chaus) are brilliantly adapted felids surviving in Indian
forests as well as urban landscapes. The natural behavior of female jungle cats
is to shift their litter of kittens from one place to another. This is done to avoid
predation. The mother cat is known to shift one kitten at a time and will return
later to carry the next one. The time interval between her appearances may
depend on the distances between the old and new shelters. Thus kittens of
jungle cats may often be found alone in an area appearing to be abandoned or
left alone.
Unfortunately, several young ones of wild animals (including jungle cats) are
needlessly rescued by concerned workers. This misunderstanding has caused a
displacement of many individuals from their natural habitats. Having worked
at a rescue centre in Kaziranga National Park, Assam, I often came across
cases where we were asked to admit ‘apparently’ abandoned wild animals for
further hand raising. In the case of jungle cats, at least 3-8 individuals were
admitted every year. Even though with good intentions, it is obvious that
humans are not be able to tend to young animals in the way their parents
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would, in the wild. While hand raising jungle kittens with formula milk is
relatively easy, avoiding imprinting and retaining/reinforcing wild behaviors
such as hunting and predator avoidance prove to be difficult.
It is thus important to make a well-informed decision before ‘rescuing’ young
ones of wild animals. There is a need to have knowledge about the natural
behavior and ecology of the species. In the case of young ones of jungle cats
and other felids, a rescuer can monitor the area for the mother cat’s return.
Use of camera traps, temporary enclosures for the kittens and impression pads
(for evidence of the cat’s presence) at the sight of rescue could be options to
assess whether the mother is returning the site. This decision is a difficult one
in practicality, however an attempt could be made to determine whether the
animal is indeed orphaned or abandoned.

Reetika Maheshwary is a veterinarian, currently completing her M. Sc. in wildlife science.
She previously worked with a wildlife NGO in Assam on rescue and rehabilitation of wild
animals and later on disaster relief programmes for animals.
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Frankenstein
By Maya Goel
The villain’s story is always more heartbreaking than the victim’s. It is
something to be able to endure pain. But the ability to cause it is beyond that.
It involves silencing such a large part of yourself that your life force leaks out
through holes blocked up with dental filling. Before hurting someone, you need
to trade a piece of yourself for the armor it takes to survive the aftermath. The
most amazing force in the world is the power of forgetting. No one could
manage without it. Imagine if every second of every day we remembered
everyone else in the world. All the exhilaration but also the mutilations, torture
and ruthless mass murder. Imagine if we could hear trees scream every time
we used paper, the baby dolphin convulsing for the last time with a plastic bag
stuck in her throat. The gradual buildup of toxicity in our rivers until fish can’t
breathe. The clogged pores of an earthworm’s skin as it struggles in its final
moments to do a better job than the fertilizers replacing it. When we blissfully
sip coffee grown on a large plantation in the highlands of Coorg, how many of
us see birds falling out of the sky? Birds do fall out of the sky when coffee is
sprayed. They haven’t invented a pest-specific pesticide yet. When they do, the
predators will starve to death anyway. All the dragons and damsels who fly,
wasps, snakes, frogs, the spiders who are so scary because…because they have
eight eyes to stare you down? Or eight legs to run away with? Or because
they’re hairy? That would make sense for a female spider because women can’t
have hair on their bodies. It’s unnatural, especially if you’re born with it. Or
because we see a couple of movies with a giant spider who chases people.
Innocent people. Normal people. People who have nothing, absolutely nothing
to do with keeping in business the corporations who burn, raze, loot and
destroy centuries of growth, acres of home. Entire species vanishing in a puff of
industrial smoke like a magicians trick.
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The smoke thickens, expanding into fog like a horror movie. It is the stuff of
fiction, we treat it like fantasy but when something as real as the air molecules
we cannot see turn hazy, when Delhi is blanketed with smog so heavy even
authorities cannot ignore it any longer, when your throat is dry and itching as
the shattered soul of an extinguished firecracker grates against it, that is when
the senses must switch off. Except that there’s no need. Because they’ve been
hammered and blunted for so long, they don’t even remember how to turn on.
Who would have thought D.H. Lawrence’s ship of death would set sail on
charred mists of billowing smog?
Who would have thought what a privilege it is to breathe? I have never been
scared of the dark but now I am because it is blocking out the sun. Not my
darkness of frogs and crickets and stars. But a cruel parody of the morning
mists which enshroud my beautiful mountains. Wave upon deathly wave to
give fog its status of a foreboding metaphor in literature. Fog is also likened to
ignorance. Well of course it is. Would intelligent creatures have created such a
thing? There is the kind of fog whose shifting elegance hides and reveals,
elements which show us that mystery is a part of living and not everything
needs to be discovered, science is not absolute and knowledge does not have to
be because it is good to revel in our existence as one of many, not one over
many, where the world is our home not our laboratory. Then there is the kind
of fog which is thrust upon us, the thick penetrating poisonous excreta of
single-minded

ignorant

violence.

The

combined

weight

of

everything

constituting pollution, colonialism, capitalism, climate change, patriarchy,
genocide, slaughterhouses, multinational companies, racism, religious strife,
homophobia, arachnophobia, islamophobia, terrorophobia, the terrible terrible
politics of fear.
And then you die. Become a hollow body fashionably draped in the latest style,
eyeliner and lipstick flawless. Social life all in order. Friends perfect. A puppet.
A doll. Who goes to the mall. Answers the call. Not the call of the wild but the
call of corporations named More. And more and more and more until there is
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more stuff than any person can handle so they have to throw stuff away so
more stuff can stay and so it is a chain that holds you in chains, not a cycle
that goes on and on and on until there is no more to go on but the bawling
babies wail I want more so they have to get more so it is taken from the poor
and given to the rich and we dive so deep into the earth with all the mining
that she should just swallow us up but she doesn’t because we are so
disgusting we would just get spat right back out like water from a spout whose
handle is broken and bottom leaks so when the cup is full and the pot is empty
we throw it away but the very next day we’ve drunk from the cup and the dregs
glare up at us with monstrous eyes which bore holes through calloused layers
of piled up scars you can no longer call skin but deep down beyond all that
maybe, Maybe. Maybe. Maybe if the world hasn’t ended yet you might just find
the ghost of a conscience whose hallowed remains wash up on the shore.
Maybe one day you won’t ask for more.
Maybe you’ll walk through a forest. Bright moonlight brushes branches in
eloquent strokes of silver glinting off different shades of bark like a shattered
mirror. Smooth deciduous leaves rustle in unison with the leathery wings of
bats fleeing before an owl’s silent pursuit. The atmosphere is alive with
imperceptible vibrations, volatile molecules of various scents jolted around by
sounds gently bumping into each other. Stars sing with their hearts ablaze,
meteors at the other end of a tunneling black hole. Or on a cloudy night, the
darkness holds you in its arms like a lover. The air is so pure it slashes your
lungs like a cold knife. Not that it is empty, the fragrances of damp soil,
jasmine, Raath ki raani (Cestrum nocturnum), Plumeria alba and leaf litter
weave through each other. Tiny stones in the soft soil poke and massage the
soles in your bare feet. Put your arms around the trunk of an ancient tree and
she will hug you back. Brush your lips against the wet moss and inhale deeply.
Her bark is intoxicating, its texture unique. What else is so soft but not
smooth, rough without being abrasive?
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A glimmer appears over the east, a purple-white slit expanding until it explodes
into the glorious flames of a vermillion dawn. It is a symphony of sights,
sounds, smells, textures and feelings blended into the overpowering orchestra
of being alive. The piercing melody of the Malabar whistling thrush will stop
before the other birds rise, but for now it reigns in overpowering solitude.
Before the sun sails confidently into the sky like a painted coin, a gentle mist
hangs over the valley, cloaking everything beyond a few feet. It glows golden in
the rays which gently melt it into clarity of vision, but the illusion is beautiful
while it lasts. A bright intensity floods the colors of the world which so far
shone in half-hearted paleness.
Embrace the exhilaration, live through that darkness which cradles you
through all its alluring dangers. Mystery has the power to seduce without being
hunted down in a brutal quest for The Answer. One Truth. Singular Reality. All
each person has is their own perspective to discover untold wonders, which
remain wondrous when they are not told. The thrill of a violent chase is stolen
when our corporate dictatorship hands us a sanitized, disposable platter. When
you don’t know where your food comes from, what poisons have seeped into
the food chain between chemical pesticides and fertilizers, the thoughts of the
trees as they were hacked to the pulp of “green” paper cups dissolving in your
morning coffee, how many lives your lifestyle has cost. No country can be made
great again until we erase national boundaries and stand together as citizens of
a planet.
This is a plea from the heart of the earth to open your minds and listen to the
silence.

Maya Goel grew up on an organic farm in the rainforests of the Western Ghats. As a child
she loved reading, animals were closest companions and plants, her teachers. After a
conventional CBSE education, she spent two years at Rishi Valley and is now in her first
year of college (Ashoka university), where she hopes to study English Literature and
perhaps later, marine biology.
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Reading between the trees
By Rituja Devidas Patil
“The clearest way into the Universe is through a forest wilderness.”
I have lived through this John Muir quote. To experience the ecstasy one feels
as they step upon the slightly damp mulch, feel the coolness beneath their
fingertips as their hands graze the hardened barks of the trees who whisper
tales older than your life and listen to the rhapsody of the infinite sounds
forming the melody of a forest- the flickers, hums, rustles and drumming. The
chaos of the forest is eerily peaceful. The air enters my body and fills my lungs
with the sweetest and purest of pleasures imaginable. My addiction to forests is
artless. There are no ulterior motives involved. I do not boast of knowledge of
botany or of ornithology, the complementary avocations many of my friends
have. To put it in simple words, I am a Chemical Engineer who is introvert
enough to loathe human contact, who fell in love with the myriad happenings
inside a jungle on her quest for solitude.
I am not a city girl. Raised along the coastal line of the Arabian Sea, my
summers were spent in the innumerable clandestine trips to the Mangrove
swamps of Kurul, a small coastal village near Alibag. The green cover was
extensive then, the case with many of the forests around the world. It
ricocheted the calls of the egrets and herons feasting on fish and mud-crabs
caught between those breathing roots. The air thick with heavy smell of the sea
and stagnation. That was my salvation from a not so happy childhood. The
grown-up version of me recognizes the importance of mangroves in combating
global warming. But what I witnessed in those secluded moments was enough
to make me realize the dependence of a plethora of flora and fauna on those
dense halophytes. What the eleven-year old could not comprehend was why we
were turning them into dumping yards.
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As I grew up, I knew I could not ask myself to be comfortable in the company of
strangers. To my extrovert parents this was enough of an incentive to oblige me
out of the house on suffocating occasions. Armed with a pen and my journal, I
was the waif of the woods. No camera to capture the enchanting moments but
only words.
I started serious trekking on joining my undergrad University, which nestles at
the foot of the Great Sahyadris. For me, the Western Ghats are a tease and a
challenge. Monsoons transform these lush forests into a microcosm of biotic
world. The rains bring out more than just the ferns and frogs. The rains are
source of life - tiny, creeping, crawling, colorful, camouflaged, endemic and
utterly breath-taking. My treks to the forests of Amboli (Sindhudurg), the
Dangs (Vyara) and Salher (Nashik) were triggers to a nascent hobby that would
become a drug in my twenties. I have been to many forests since. I have lived
in all the climate zones of India and seen almost all the types of forests India
boasts. However, I have never seen a forest so alive as the wet, cacophonous
behemoth of Western Ghats. Specifically in monsoons, when leeches are
rampant and ticks have the power to permanently damage one’s organs, I have
crossed the streams trickling down the uneven landscape and camped in
leaking farmhouses amidst warnings of snakes hiding in dark, cool corners. We
all had to put on gumboots and long socks for safety from the crawling
inhabitants. Also, it was to be understood that the forests are not the place
where you’d go in shorts. Field Slacks are the perfunctory choice. Even when it
is not raining cats and dogs, the air permanently carries a fine mist clouding
my glasses and making me wish they would come equipped with tiny wipers.
Sometimes sunlight breaks through the sky, spreading a glimmer on the
crowded forest floor. You are lucky if you get to see some rare amphibian
species. The short stint of sunlight is enough to heat the moisture in the air.
The humidity weighs upon your shoulders like an extra layer of clothing,
sending beads of warm sweat down your back and drenching your armpits.
Though it rarely remains clear for long and the drizzle starts again.
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I am not one of those people who subscribe to travel agencies in hopes of an
amazing adventure. One of the reasons might be the inkling to the expectation
from me of some sort of interaction with other unknown persons on board. Or
the fear of the presence of children! These fears are the outcome of earlier
experiences from forced family trips and classroom outings. What I am sure of
is I cannot bear to remain quiet if I see proud smirks on the faces of parents on
seeing their child throw rocks at some caged animal. It is too sacrilegious for
me.
There are certain self-imposed rules I follow on entering the forest premises. I
keep my voice to a bare minimum. It unfortunately includes glaring at someone
who fails to acknowledge this basic condition. I carry no eatables except my
granola bars and make it a point to store the wrapper (or any of the ones I find
scattered in the forest) inside my backpack. I seldom use camera and if I do it
is on silent mode and without flash. Also, I try to carry water with me as long
as possible to avoid the necessity of buying bottled water. These rules are little
to the gifts I get in exchange.
I remember my recent visit in March to the forest reserve at Bandipur.
Accompanying me were my botanist and bird-watching friends, who are a
pleasure to be with, courtesy of the pools of information they drown me in.
They were actually the ones who read me the prologue of forest-ethics. On the
safari, we could not get a separate vehicle and had to adjust in a bus
accommodating other families also. The trip in itself was uneventful until we
came upon a herd of elephants. They were several yards away from the trail,
munching their late afternoon lunch. It had started to drizzle. In our bus, there
was a kid of around eleven to twelve years who started making noises to call
the elephants. We had already been instructed to not disturb the herd of
elephants as that can provoke them. This boy on seeing the elephants not
responding to his calls started banging on the windows of the bus. The noise
was considerable and we saw some elephants swaying towards us. They were
breaking away from their group. What surprised me was the reaction of his
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parents when we told the kid that his behavior was inapt. His father
particularly did not like our interjection and started repeating the antics of his
child. I was seriously troubled by his response and requested the guide to
intervene. Turns out, the family was seeing the promised herd on their third
safari. They had been getting impatient, the mother explained. We shook our
heads.
The fact that parents take efforts to take their children on visits to zoos and
sanctuaries is a small relief. As my job of Science Communicator in one of the
biggest climate change awareness programmes of the world, I emphasize on the
need to inculcate in children a sense of bonding with the nature. It not only
includes being empathetic towards animals and birds, but also respecting the
forests and being thankful for these natural reserves that have sustained us.
We give the example of Jadav Payeng, an environmentalist and activist who
strived to create the Molai Forests in Jorhat region of Assam. Jadav, called the
Forest Man, was surprisingly only 15 when he started. The environment does
not ask much from us but only to keep the deviation minimum so that its nonhuman biotic components have time to revert to some equilibrium.
I was in the Dangs in the first week of August of 2016 with few fellow trekkers.
The monsoons had commenced and the well-known water falls were attracting
hordes of tourists, both local and otherwise. The rain forest was breeding
mosquitoes; snails crawled over the slippery rocks. We started trekking near a
secluded spot a friend had recently discovered. The squishy mud made it
difficult to get a grip and I did not want to trample the grass beside the trail.
There was also another way through the stream leading toward the same
destination as on foot. The water was turbid and there was no way to estimate
the levelness of the ground beneath it. Flotsam covered the water. The rain had
already drenched us to our pores. It was blatantly obvious that there was least
human interference here. I did not find any wrappers of chips or crumpled
mineral water bottles. The trail was hardly up for the task. There had been
recent leopard sightings and so we decided to start early on our way back.
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Unfortunately, we misjudged the time at which it’d start to darken. By the time
we were less than halfway through, it became pitch dark. It is said when one
sense starts failing the other senses go on alert mode. My ears were sharp on
catching the stray forest sounds. The rustling of the mack against my pants,
the swaying of branches with the wind, water dripping from the trees and the
leaves, buzzing of crickets and other nocturnal insects. At night, the forest
truly becomes alive. The moonlight was reflecting on the water flowing steadily
down the stream. Once our mobile phone flashlights gave away, we stumbled
down the rocks a little, landing on our backsides in the slippery mud. But soon
our eyes became accustomed to the darkness and we safely arrived at the end
of the trail without any major mishaps. I was to know later that a leopard had
been sighted in the neighborhood late at night by the time we had safely tucked
ourselves in beds. The experience was surreal.
Due to the nature of my job, I have interactions with various organizations
working for forest conservation. One of my colleagues is from Panjim, Goa.
Located there is a mangrove forest that has started to show the signs of
deterioration. This colleague was involved in making a documentary (he’s also a
great photographer!) that would help in fund-raising for the conservation
efforts for the mangroves. Some of my other colleagues have volunteered in the
jungles of Himalayas for scat sampling and data analysis of the results of
biodiversity conservation efforts. These people are all from different academic
backgrounds, some of them with management and technology degrees. I have
had vivid and interesting interactions with them when I was collecting data for
my blog and journal. In their opinion, there are hundreds of programmes where
interested people can join the volunteering teams. WWF takes regular
initiatives to foster the feeling of nurturing the nature. The Green India Mission
is helpful in its efforts to increase the forest cover of the country.
On the other hand, I read about incidences of mono-cropping and introduction
of non-indigenous and exotic species into the forest. The harsh reality of
Climate Change challenges us to take action with more urgency. With little
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potential for any other form of sequestration in India, we have to rely on our
forests to absorb the carbon. India is chucking emissions and fingers are
beginning to be pointed towards us. We have the target of our development and
the constraints of our environment. In this tug of war, should we remember the
class of society entirely relying on the forests! We had come upon an Adivasi
wedding when we were hiking in Dangs. It was incredible to see a civilization
entirely bereft of any modern influence. The phones do not get signal in those
hills and you won’t find a speck of concrete. The simple wood and mud huts
were thatched with palm leaves, the ground laid with mats for the guests. As
we joined them for the ceremonial Mahua drink, I couldn’t help but marvel at
their coexistence with the forests. As one of the older men quipped, “Forest
changes people. Trees change people.” Although, they were missing the
innovations, they did not seem perturbed about it. A rational part of my mind
wanted to ask them about the education of their children and the medical
emergencies in case of accidents. Saurabh, our collaborator, explained that the
Adivasis have lived through these forests for generations. The forest is their
school, it is their hospital. The forest is their government and their queen.
Recently, Maharashtra state government declared its mangrove regions as
reserved forests. Becoming the first state in India to do so, the move evokes
ambivalent thoughts in my mind. Although it is a cardinal move on the
prospect of the conservation of the mangroves, the question remains as to what
extent this will really prove successful considering their present exploited state
and disregard of the laws by private landowners. While the future will certainly
bring clarity to these questioning thoughts, the girl in me will keep visiting the
swamps now over-ridden with concrete bridges and plastered with cellophane,
wondering if the world will turn to be dystopian after all.

Rituja Patil is a Chemical Engineer by profession and an environmentalist by avocation. She
is also an advocate of Climate Action. On weekends, Rituja reads books and composes
music.
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An Unraveling Tapestry
Nikita Bhat
The memory is emblazoned in my head. It was mid morning and the sky was a
cornflower blue, with wisps of cottony white clouds floating along serenely. The
warm sunlight filtered through gaps in the canopy of trees, tinting their crisp,
emerald leaves golden. I walked along the narrow hiking trail, the rust coloured
sand crunching beneath my feet, listening to the sounds of the forest. This was
my very first experience in the bosom of nature.
My parents had decided to send me to an adventure camp when I was ten
years old. The campsite was on a lovely estate with orange trees and a coffee
plantation, situated deep in the forests of the Eastern Ghats in Yercaud, Tamil
Nadu. With eight large tents and a small structure that served as an outhouse,
the camp embraced a rustic, minimalistic set up that focused more on
experiencing nature than luxury. For a city kid, having grown up in the
concrete jungle that is Bangalore, this simplistic dwelling in the middle of
nowhere was initially, a little hard to get used to. I was more familiar with
skyscrapers than trees and the few glimpses of nature that I got were of
manicured lawns with perfectly pruned bougainvillea bushes in front of posh
bungalows. Here, in the forest, the grass was untamed and the trees grew so
tall, they seemed to kiss the sky. There were all kinds of bugs and insects, from
long, brown worms to exquisite beetles with shimmering, turquoise coats.
There were enormous rocks that formed grey walls and lakes whose silvery
surfaces were often cut by birds swooping in to catch their prey.
We went trekking every day, exploring the unfamiliar world around us, spotting
the various birds, insects and animals lurking about. Occasionally, someone
would spot a timid Sambar deer in the thickets and a commotion of excitement
ensued. We would sometimes see a herd of bison, meandering on the verdant
hills looking like, much to our amusement, chunks of charcoal scattered
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against a green backdrop. Our trekking paths changed every day, each holding
its own surprises and an inexhaustible supply of beauty that never failed to
mesmerize.
Once, our path was interrupted by a shallow brook which prompted us to
remove our shoes and walk on its slippery bed of pebbles to get to the other
side. Another time, after an arduous hike, we came across some cave-like
structures and on further investigation, to our utter delight, we discovered a
small waterfall! We had a markedly laborious trek up a hill once, which left us
all exhausted by the time we reached its summit. However, the reward was
absolutely magnificent. I particularly remember being exhilarated by the
picturesque view, a sweeping vista of shades of green from jade to malachite,
behind which the setting sun painted the sky a resplendent, flaming orange.
On one memorable occasion, we camped out overnight. There was a tangible
buzz of excitement in the air as we made our way to a forest glade, the moon
and twinkling stars illuminating our path. We made a bonfire to cook our
dinner and as the roaring flames died down, we laid down on the soft, cool
grass to star gaze. The view was breathtaking. It seemed as if a celestial
diamond necklace had been strewn across an onyx-black sky. Millions of stars
glittered, oblivious to the patterns and constellations they were making to the
inhabitants below. At the turn of night to day, the sky began to lighten and a
faint, pink glow appeared. As we roused, so did the whole forest. I felt the trees
and animals come alive, filled with a new vitality. I sensed a new energy
brimming within myself as the sun came up, golden and dazzling. I realized
then, that this is what nature does. It replenishes and reinvigorates in a way
that nothing else can.
When the camp ended, I was very sorry to leave. As much as I had missed my
family and home, I had found something invaluable in those nine days. It was
something that had moved me enough to leave a mark on me for the rest of my
life and bestow me with a lifelong devotion to nature. Over the next few years, I
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did many more treks, visited a lot of other spectacular places and continue to
do so today. Every place that I have been to so far, be it the rapid white waters
of River Tonks or the serene hikes up the grassy hills of Kudhremukh, I have
never failed to be amazed. But then again, that’s just the way of nature. There
will never be a day when a flower won’t be beautiful or a mountain won’t look
majestic. Any person who spends time in nature feels its sublime power. I
believe that within all of us, there is an almost primal reverence to Mother
Earth. We can derive inspiration from everything in nature, from a misshapen
rock to the rhythmic ebb and flow of the sea. So it is no surprise that
thousands of poems, songs and paintings, from centuries, have been about
nature, be it Van Gogh’s ‘Irises’ or Tagore’s poems in ‘Prakriti Parjaay’.
Despite having grown up in a city, not having very many opportunities to
explore nature, I still feel privileged to belong to a country that is blessed with
such a fantastic array of flora and fauna. India has nearly every kind of biome,
from the arid deserts of Rajasthan to the evergreen tropical rainforests of the
Western Ghats. We have some of the most delicate ecosystems like that of the
island ecosystem of Andaman and probably the most extraordinary mountain
range in the world; The Himalayas. With seven biodiversity hotspots, it is no
surprise that there is a rich mélange of endemic wildlife species dwelling in
these vast and varied habitats. We have the majestic lions of Gir in Gujrat, the
Royal Bengal tigers in the swamps of the Sunderbans, the prowling Snow
Leopards in the frosty peaks of the Himalayas and exotic Macaques in the
jungles of South India, to name just a few.
Maybe it is divine coincidence that our culture and our wildlife are both highly
diverse and vary so widely across the different regions and states! This link is
just one of the many that illustrates how intrinsically our culture is tied to our
environment, which holds true from ancient history. From time immemorial,
Indians have learned to effectively utilize the bounty of the forest, like
identifying plants with medicinal values and creating a school of pharmacology,
Ayurveda, which is just now catching on in the rest of the world. Very early in
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the Vedic Age, we worshipped plants and animals, which still holds true in our
treatment of certain plants like Tulsi and the Banyan tree as sacred. But often,
this reverence is restricted only to the Tulsi pots in our homes and not
extended to the forests being razed to the ground every day.
We beam with pride when a Bollywood movie is nominated for an Oscar or the
Taj Mahal features on a list of the Seven Wonders of the World because it gives
us an opportunity to showcase our culture and traditions, which is completely
unique to us. It is what has been ours for millennia and passed down to us by
our ancestors. The same should go for our natural heritage. We must view it
with the same pride and protect it fervently because it cannot be found
anywhere else in the world! If we lose these landmarks of natural heritage, we
are also losing an enormous chunk of our history and identity. To instantiate,
the snowy peak of Mount Kailash is said to be the abode of the Hindu God
Shiva. This mythos has been passed down from eons. If the icy peak of the
mountain was to disappear as a result of global warming, we would no longer
be able to pass this lore to our future generations. Thus, as the mountain dies,
so does a part of our unique culture.
We were able to survive and thrive through the Indus Valley civilization,
Ashoka’s empire, the British Rule and continue to do so today by using the
resources of this land. Every product we use, every morsel we eat and ever
drop we drink, once belonged to this land. The privilege of belonging to a
country with such incredible biodiversity brings with it certain duties and
responsibilities. The Earth has the capacity to regenerate and heal itself when
we plunge our greedy hands in to rip out her entrails. However, the rate at
which we are decimating the land, trees, oceans and in turn, the creatures
inhabiting them, is causing irreversible damage.
In our country, overpopulation has already put too much pressure on the
available resources. Acres of lush forests are being cleared at this moment, to
make agricultural plots to feed the masses. Elephants and rhinoceroses are
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hunted down to capture their tusks and horns to make jewelry and curios.
The most striking statistic is that of the Tigers. About 70% of the world’s tiger
population lives in India. After years of unmonitored poaching, the national
animal has dwindled close to extinction. Nearly all current available data about
the environment is distressing. Whenever I rejoice in the magnificence of
nature, it seems impossible not to acknowledge the glaring possibility that it
may not exist in a few decades. However, I remain hopeful for a brighter
tomorrow with more and more people, especially the younger generation to
which

I

belong,

being

not

only

aware

of

the

urgency

in

pursuing

environmentally sustainable lifestyles but also taking an active part in
conservation movements and pursuing careers pertaining to the preservation of
the environment.
I would like to conclude with a simple thought. Nature is a thread that is
tightly interwoven into our past, present and future to form a beautiful tapestry
of our culture, history and identity. If this single thread is pulled apart, the
entire picture unravels into a distorted, meaningless image of no significance.
Let us, as denizens of this splendid country and planet, not wait for the seam
to be pulled apart and start making reparations without delay, while the
grasses grow wild and the sun still shines on our green Earth.

Nikita Bhat is from Bangalore, currently in her second year at college. She loves art, masala
chai, all animals and lazy Sunday afternoons.
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Searching for Blue in the Northern Plains
By Radhika Kothari
Till about 10 o’clock that morning, with bags packed, I wasn’t sure of my plans
for the day. Akbar, a Ladakhi guide, was making last minute attempts for
procuring inner line permits to travel 240 km away from Leh to Tsomoriri
(4595m) in the eastern parts of Ladakh.
‘A glacial fed lake, Tsomoriri in Changthang (literally means the northern
plains) is revered by the locals and falls under the Ramsar convention due to
its unique ecosystem,’ as I read these lines in a travel book, I got a call
‘We are on. Meet me in 15 minutes at the Leh Bazaar’ Akbar said.
‘Yay! finally, the blue’, I said, recalling a conversation we had on the previous
night when he said the blue colour at Tsomoriri was unlike I’ll ever see. I
retorted with a glossary of blue ‘cobalt, turquoise, azure, navy, sapphire,
indigo?’
‘No, no, no, that blue is something else’ he said. ‘Pack your bags, we go
tomorrow’
‘Huh, ok. Isn’t that too early, will we get permits? I definitely want go, but
how?’
We set out immediately after we met in the bazaar. The long arduous road to
Tsomoriri could not diminish the pleasures of the roofless ride, the thumping
sounds of Royal Enfield, the Indus flowing parallel on the winding road, the
light breeze, the fresh greens fields of summer in the brown countryside, and
the blue sky. While Akbar kept had his eyes on the road, I kept mine on the red
canyon cliffs of the upper Indus valley to catch glimpses of Asiatic ibex,
Ladakhi urial, or marmots and with high hopes of the elusive snow leopard.
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But as the day grew older, the noon sun made it impossible to sight any
wildlife.
We kept riding along, swapping the drivers sit until we reached Chumathang,
about 130 km from Leh. While the village of Chumathang is in the interior
valley, this roadside pop-up village with small joints is an important stopover
for tourists and locals’. Chumathang is also known for its natural hot springs,
which the locals believe have healing powers, which has a strong pungent smell
of sulphur.
We stretched our spines erect, discussed the route ahead with an unscale map,
had a plate of rice with locally grown Kashmiri saag and set out to our
destination. While, half the day was over, we were still confident to capture the
blues of Tsomoriri in the extended light of summer.
About 30 minutes into our ride, ‘pssssssssssss’ a sound we heard from
underneath our sits. The speed dropped, ‘puncture’ he shouted.
‘oh-nooo’ I cringed.
We got down, looking at the rear tyre, and as thoughts rushed into my head
about either going back to Chumathang to find a repair shop, maybe walking
back, keeping the bike here? he snapped as if he read my mind
‘Don’t even think about it. Am not keeping my bike in the middle of nowhere!’
Staring back at it, I could see him trying to work out a solution. He then pulled
the lever to park the bike and swiftly moved to untie the bags on the carrier.
‘Take them, we walk back. We walk back to Chumathang with the bike’, he
asserted. As we started to walk back with the bike and bags, few metres ahead
a white and green rectangle milestone indicated - Chumathang 20 km. We just
kept walking then, ignoring milestones and avoiding eye contact. Not a single
car or a bike passed by the time we reached a milestone with Chumathang 16
km written on. Now, drained in cold desert heat, we stopped to catch our
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breath and some water. We still had a long way to go and my hopes of catching
the blues at Tsomoriri was fading.
Just as we were about to start, I heard a distant sound of a vehicle coming in
and out of the twirling road. Something we could use, voila –a tow truck! As
Akbar parked the bike and I dropped the bags, we both ran to the middle of the
road, ferociously waving at the truck. As it slowed near us, a young man in the
Indian Army uniform peeped out. In a jiffy, we told him our troubles and quest
to see the blue at Tsomoriri.
‘Please, just to Chumathang, we will figure out what do there’ Akbar requested.
‘There is a type repair shop there’, said the soldier.
‘I don’t know, but at least the phones will work, we will be able to do something
there, Sir, please’
‘No, no, there is a tyre repair workshop in Chumathang’ he said affirmatively.
My eyes popped hearing his words, and he said.
‘I can drop you both at Chumathang, but I can’t take the bike along due to
security reasons’
Akbar and I with folded hands pleaded the soldier, showed him permits, ID’s
and papers. Reluctant yet, he agreed. He pushed down the pulley, pulled the
bike up. Next thing I know, we were sitting on the truck platform, holding the
bike and back on the road to Chumathang. We lost over a couple hour in
repairs, before hitting the road again to Tsomoriri.
The next quick stop was Mahe, the last check post. We turned right on the
bridge fluttering with Tibetan prayers flags towards Sumdo village, marking the
fag end of the western Himalayan range, which then merges into the elevated
Tibetan plateau. The vertical mountains turn into rolling hills and undulating
plains stretch miles into the horizon, the geography so distinct to Changthang.
We rode along, as the evening began to paint the sky with amber strokes
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between orange and yellow and the land reflected golden tints. And just as
seemingly, the narrow tar roads gave into the expanded mud trails.
A few kilometres ahead, the colours began to fade, and darkness engulfed the
whole landscape. With only a head light to guide us, we were now worried
about losing our way. Rising and falling on the uneven plains, we spotted
distant lights. We decided to turn right towards it, when we were led into a
narrow stretch of land running parallel to twilit waters of a lake. Tsomoriri, at
last, we were there.
The base village at the banks had simple tented accommodation options that
provided a bed to rest after a picturesque 8-hour road trip (in our case 12
hours) with modest food options, one of which we rented. Contrary to the day,
a peaceful night greeted us with a million stars arranged in the white dusted
Milky Way. We sat exhausted outside with a soft yellow glow coming from
within tents. The blue we set out for was still a night away. It wasn’t long
before I retired into the tent, while Akbar decided to clean his muddy Enfield.
The next morning, I woke up stretching myself tall on the rickety bed, when I
unexpectedly saw a blue through a slit in the tent door. I got up with a
throbbing heart and hands nervously untying the tent flap to push it wide
open.
Nestled between cascades of summer colours starting with the white tents, the
yellow-green fields, the brown hills of the elevated plateau, the rocky black and
snow white peaks and the sky were the calm waters of Tsomoriri. The blue
waters of Tsomoriri carried a deep, rare, stunning blend of blue hues. It was
turquoise at a glance, then cobalt, and then a mix. That blue was distinct with
every blink and sometimes shying to grey under the clouded sun. I stood there
oblivious to everything else, soaking in the sonorous stillness, when Akbar
came by
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‘See, I told you. Can you define this colour in your palette?’ Willingly I agreed.
We sat at the shores, and I reached out to hold the colourless waters of
Tsomoriri in my palms, a contrast to the blue that laid in front, the ‘Tsomoriri
Blue’ as we eventually called it.

Radhika Kothari has worked extensively across mountain regions for conservation and
climate change issues. She began her career in conservation with the UNESCO Himalayan
Homestay project in Sikkim. She has also conducted climate change vulnerability
assessments for high-altitude areas in Sikkim with WWF and helped strategized a road map
for rolling out an Ecosystem Based Adaption (EbA) for Birdlife International’s Africa
Partnership. She is the Director of the Snow Leopard Conservancy India Trust in Ladakh.
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Child in the wild
By Shashank Birla
The rows of teeth were like knives filed to a point. The tongue curled
menacingly, with claws like scythes on ginormous feet. I still remember the
name of this ‘terrible lizard’: Allosaurus. I must have been all of three, but the
cover of the book, ‘Dinosaurs’ gifted to me by my uncle Suman is still etched in
my memory. That’s where it all began. I hear that’s how it starts for most
children. This crazy, inexplicable connection with animals that became extinct
more than 65 million years ago. We might struggle to pronounce kindergarten,
but Tyrannosaurus rex rolled right off the tongue and while cartoons were
always fun, my best hours watching television were spent following the
adventures of Steve Irwin, Mark ‘O Shea and Jeff Corwin.
When I was finally old enough to enjoy travel, my parents took me to the wilds
of Corbett National Park. Even now, I remember that December morning;
bundled in layers of warm clothing, nose red from the cold, my breath foggy as
we took our first morning safari. Our guide pointed out the large pugmarks on
the damp stream bed, likely to have been made last night. Excitedly, I asked if
we could disembark and track the pugmark maker. “What if it’s a man-eater?”
Our guide grinned as the colour drained from my face. I had read the works of
the very man after whom the park was named. That was the end of my line of
questioning.
We moved on and as the sun rose on the horizon, our jeep took a sharp turn
and suddenly, the dark forest we were shrouded in, was behind us. On my left,
the famous ‘elephant grass’ swayed in the pollen-filled air like a sea of golden
strands. In this middle of this sea, I saw what looked like branches with
vegetation on them, but with no tree in sight. But the branches rose upward,
out of the grass, and two sets of eyes ensconced in dark brown, matted fur
regarded us. Sambar stags! With no camera in hand and a history of Cs and Ds
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in art class, there was no picture I could draw, even with words that could
aptly describe the serene beauty of that scene. That day, I turned from a kid
that liked animals in general to falling in love with India’s wilds.
While this passion grew during my formative years, it wasn’t necessarily
holistic. Going on a forest safari meant one thing: primarily seeking out an
animal, which I would only later realize, dominated the realms of wildlife
tourism and even, conservation. Chasing the tiger became a single-minded
obsession, even my family got drawn into it, so much so that by the time we
had made three trips to Corbett National Park, conspiracy theories had started
to arise in our minds, surely these big, sandy pugmarks were being made by
forest department personnel to lure visitors. How could there be more than 100
tigers in this reserve when we hadn’t seen even one during our many visits. I
exhorted my family to visit other well-known reserves and sanctuaries. Sure, it
was a pleasure to see great elephant herds sweeping their trunks along the
banks of the Kabini reservoir to get to fresh grass shoots, or a protective Indian
one-horned rhinoceros mother and her calf from atop an elephant in the Royal
Chitwan National Park. But in every one of these places, we searched for the
tiger, and every time I carried disappointment back home.
My obsession grew. The tiger became an enigma; a shadow that I needed to
know was real. From reading stories by Jim Corbett and Kenneth Anderson, I
began reading about the conservation movement in India, but again, focused
on this charismatic animal. Geoffrey and Diane C. Ward’s book titled
‘Tigerwallahs’ was a powerful influence. The years of dedication and sacrifice by
the likes of Fateh Singh Rathore, Billy Arjan Singh and their undying love for
the tiger only raised the animal’s stature in my mind. Even the sequence of
events that led to the emergence of the Wildlife Protection Act in 1972 and
establishment of Project Tiger in 1973, seemed to have resulted from declining
tiger populations everywhere. A few years later, Project Tiger was proclaimed a
success, as tiger populations seemingly rebounded. Tigers like the famous
Genghis of Ranthambhore fearlessly hunted in front of tourists, totally in
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contrast with the secretive nature of these animals. Parks like Ranthambhore,
Bandhavgarh benefited from the increased protection of the tiger, which
became an umbrella species for its entire habitat. The recovery of India’s tigers
was a beacon of hope to the global conservation movement. If there was strong
political will to make a difference, the tide of reckless exploitation of natural
resources could be turned.
In college, my fascination with the tiger conservation grew more than ever.
Towards the end of 2004, news broke that well-known tiger reserves such as
Sariska and Panna suddenly didn’t seem to have any tigers. Independent
journalists as well as the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) conducted
investigations. They revealed an insidious poaching network that was
functioning countrywide and beyond, on the borders of Nepal, Tibet and China.
Wild tigers, or rather dead ones were in high demand, the bones and various
body parts used in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), while the fur was
coveted among the wealthy and during some traditional Tibetan festivals. My
passion flamed, I volunteered and interned with various organisations that
sought to highlight the plight of the tiger. I visited schools, non-governmental
institutions helping in signature campaigns and wrote about the need to
protect the tiger on various forums. I attended talks by top conservationists,
hanging onto their every word. Even the end-term thesis for my graduation was
on Project Tiger, highlighting the history of conservation, current wildlife
management practices and the way forward.
In the summer of 2011, I made my 4th trip to Corbett, staying at the Bijrani
Forest Rest-House. As always, the gypsy driver, an old hand by the name of
Akilji who had accompanied me on my previous trips informed me of the latest
tiger movements, and said, ‘Sir, is baar toh pakka dekhenge!’ (We’ll definitely
see it this time). Of course, this was not the first time he had told me this, but
his intention and efforts were always sincere in trying to spot the elusive
striped cat.
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It was late afternoon by the time we started. Chital sightings (spotted deer)
were generous as always, and we sighted a few birds as well. While crossing a
sot (a local name for the large pebbled riverbeds), an oncoming gypsy hailed us
with information of a resting tigress just ahead on a slope. Without wasting a
second, we reached the spot only to hear the utter fear in the alarm call of a
barking deer. The call was originating from somewhere on our left on the
densely wooded slope but I could see neither the deer nor what seemed to be
spooking it, just a watchful mother chital and her fawn moving along the road.
We scanned the slope with binoculars and couldn’t see anything, when Akilji
whispered excitedly, ‘Sir, woh rahi, jhaadi mein baithi hai’ (Sir, there she is,
sitting in the undergrowth). I trained my binoculars to where Akilji indicated,
and for a moment, it felt unreal, as I saw the unmistakable ochre coat with
black stripes. I was a little surprised too; she seemed smaller than I thought a
tiger would be. Nevertheless, I was elated, finally the proverbial monkey (or
tiger) off my back! But there would be nary a second for me to think this,
because in another excited whisper, Akilji said, ‘Sir, hunt kar rahi hai! (Sir,
she’s

hunting!)

And that’s when I realized why she seemed to look smaller. The tigress was not
sitting relaxed, but was crouched for attack, her body kept as low to the
ground as possible. Seeing through binoculars, I noticed her carefully placing
each paw as she moved steadily forward to get within striking distance and I
realized she was stalking the same mother and fawn pair I was seeing on the
road.
I remember the next few moments vividly, even though it must have only been
a few seconds. The tigress launched herself from the undergrowth, heading
seemingly for the mother chital. The doe and her fawn shot off in opposite
directions, and right in front of our gypsy, the tigress made a sharp turn,
skidding on the dirt track, changing her target to the fawn. In this confusion,
the fawn ran straight into a thicket, where the tigress sprang on her. All we
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could see was the shaking thicket. And then, all became still. The tigress then
stepped out of the thicket, holding something in her jaws, which she set down
and we realized it was the unfortunate fawn, her meal for the day. Watching
this drama, I was humbled to say the least. The life and death struggle both
the predator and prey engage in, hit home. I had expected my first tiger
sighting to be all excitement, but the forest had shown me something
indescribable, and the emotions I could only feel were those of humility and
respect.
Perhaps it was that I finally saw a tiger. Or perhaps it was the drama that I had
been witness to. But from that day on, my obsessive sole quest for a tiger
sighting stopped. Yes, it continued to be a privilege to be in the presence of
one, but I realized that I had totally missed on what it means to be in the
wilderness. It was not supposed to be a treasure hunt for one species. It meant
understanding the interconnectedness of all the forest’s denizens, and
celebrating their diversity. And in order for me to truly be in wonder of this
diversity, I realized I needed to learn a lot more.
So began my journey to gain a better understanding of biodiversity of our
wilderness areas. I did try and take a path of least resistance so to speak, by
starting with species that were easier to see and also had physical appeal.
Birds of course fit the bill perfectly, though I still needed the motivation of
being part of a large citizen science initiative to map the bird diversity of the
city forest of Mumbai, the Sanjay Gandhi National Park to give me the extra
push. It was hard enough to spot birds in the field when I first started, let
alone identify them. But once I did see them, and learnt to recognize a few of
the charismatic ones such as the Indian paradise flycatcher, it did not take me
long to fall in love with the beauty of the feathered denizens of our country.
Being part of the initiative that could reinforce the need for the conservation of
a habitat such as SGNP, also gave me an empowering feeling, and I spent more
and more time in the field and on various online platforms (yes, even
Facebook!), to improve both my observation and identification skills. When it
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was jointly announced by the coordinators of the initiative and the forest
department that over 190 species were recorded in a year’s time alone
including many threatened ones, all I could describe was a feeling of sheer
satisfaction along with a drive to do more.
I still enjoyed bird-watching, and was continuing to find ways to advance my
knowledge including by taking courses with organizations such as the Bombay
Natural History Society (BNHS), but decided to also make an effort with regards
to other taxa. There was an opportunity to study amphibians and reptiles I
latched on to. About a year later after spending some time studying them, I
found myself once again as part of surveys, and this time, also coordinating an
effort for a long-term monitoring exercise of Amboli’s herpetofauna, home to the
critically endangered Amboli tiger toad, a species known only from Amboli and
its vicinity.
In the process of learning more about birds, reptiles and amphibians, I also
realized what a shortsighted understanding I had even of conservation issues.
My myopic reading of tiger conservation had led me to believe that conserving a
tiger meant conserving all wildlife. But this was only a half-answer. There were
many endangered species in India that had no connection with tiger
conservation, and in fact some would say, even suffering because of it. A prime
example of this was the Great Indian Bustard, a large beautiful bird with a
flamboyant breeding display that is a key part of our cultural heritage over
many years. Inhabiting the grasslands, which are also considered neglected
landscapes often called wastelands, it’s estimated that these birds may number
just close to 200 odd individuals today. And yet, it is only now that we are
seeing some effort by the government to stem the decline that has been
consistently reported by scientists in at least the last 30 years. Is it too late,
remains a burning question.
Frogs represented another neglected dimension, one of the best indicators of
climate and habitat change, both within and outside tiger landscapes,
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examples of microhabitat conservation for the preservation of endangered
amphibians (as well as reptiles) are few and far between in our country. In fact,
it is quite likely we may end up losing some of these species to extinction before
they could even be named or described. This of course is not only the case with
our country, but other nations have already united themselves on various
fronts to protect this sensitive group of organisms against wide-ranging threats
such as the chytrid fungus which decimated amphibian populations worldwide.
It is heartening to know that scientists in our country have already begun work
on this, but garnering support for the conservation of these lesser-known
species continues to be a challenge.
To this day, my personal journey of travelling to India’s wilderness areas still
has the same joys of discovery and wonder. But it’s not just the tiger that
leaves me struck with wonder. Watching the energetic breeding display of a
lesser florican male on the outskirts of Velavadar National Park in Gujarat or
observing a rarely seen Ochlandra reed frog with psychedelic eyes in the wet
evergreen forests of the Malabar Wildlife Sanctuary in Wayanad, Kerala are just
as rewarding. I do of course wish to gain a better understanding of the other
forms of natural heritage in our country. But I still count my blessings and
pray that I have the opportunity to experience the same childlike wonder in the
wild as I did when I turned the pages of a book that lies tucked away in my
belongings, forgotten somewhere among heaps of others, a book about animals
the like of which the planet had never seen, and were the dominant life-forms
for many years, and yet for all their might and majesty, disappeared forever.

Shashank Birla works in a family business in Mumbai involving imports of recovered waste
paper. Passionate about wildlife since childhood, he is happiest tramping off into the
wilderness whenever the opportunity arises. He has undertaken several short-term courses
to improve his understanding of natural history and conservation. His articles and images
have appeared in various publications including National Geographic Traveller India,
Saevus, Sanctuary Asia among others.
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Foothills to hill tops
By Upma Manral
Growing up in the urban jumble called Delhi, my earliest memories of wildlife
are the striking pink of Painted Storks in the National Zoological Park and the
dancing White-Throated Fantail in the verandah of my paternal home in
Uttarakhand. Every winter, our relatives would come from Uttarakhand and
one of the places to be visited was the ‘Chidiyaghar’ or zoo. Sitting on the wall
next to waterbodies, I would admire the colourful winged guests from distant
lands and the residents pushed to some corner. Faint reminiscences of
Northern Shoveler and Northern Pintails among the arresting pink sprinkled on
the white of Painted Storks are some of my cherished childhood memories.
While winters brought visits to the zoo, summers brought long vacations and
trips to our ancestral homes in Haldwani and Almora in the Himalaya.
Haldwani, then a small town along the foothills, had huge agricultural fields,
large orchards and many irrigation canals. We would go with our grandmother
to get fodder, but spent most days chasing vibrant butterflies. There was an
orchard next to our house looked after by a chowkidar (watchman). On the
pretext of helping him with chasing away the Parakeets and other birds that
would come in large flocks to devour the crop, we would spend our days inside
the orchard in the hope of getting juicy lychees. Once in a while we would steal
honey from a beehive that would always end with one of us getting attacked by
the worker bees. Just when we thought that life could not get more beautiful,
our parents would take us to our paternal home at Udaipur, Almora. The bus
rides on winding roads of hills were exhausting for a kid but I would try to
remain awake the best I could, lest I miss something beautiful along the way. I
would keep asking my father about the trees, the rivulet or forest streams that
would pass us. The name ‘Buransh’ got inscribed in my childhood memories, a
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flower bright Red in colour. Pine forests surround our village while Vinod, a
small river cuts across the valley. We would accompany village kids to the
forest and listen to their stories of leopards preying on children and dogs in the
village. On one of such days, we saw a leopard in the forest. Though it was only
a glimpse, it was enough to scare us to run towards the village shouting ‘bagh
bagh’ (a misnomer though). Despite a ‘naula’ (a small water source) closer to
the house, we would go to the river over a mile away to bathe. While my
companions splashed water onto each other, I would look for tiny fishes. On
one such occasion, I discovered a small pool by the riverside, full of tadpoles.
Though, as a kid I did not get the opportunity to explore the vast forests of our
country, these small wanderings brought me closer to nature and were enough
to ignite the spark inside the urban kid to dream of working in India’s grand
forests one day.
Elephants to wetland and back to elephants: A budding ecologist
I grew up in the middle of the chaos that many Indian kids go through; torn
between my parent’s aspirations of having their child study medicine or
engineering and my dream of working in India’s beautiful forests. I started my
slow and bumpy ride of learning about nature and its creatures through a
postgraduate course in Environmental studies with only one subject teaching
us about ‘Biodiversity and Natural Resources’. Soon, it was time to choose a
topic for my master’s dissertation and I wanted to spend those four months
somewhere in central India studying elephants, the giants that amused me
during my childhood zoo visits. However, simultaneous class lectures for two
subjects meant I could not be away from Delhi for over two weeks and I decided
to study the wetland ecology of Okhla Bird Sanctuary (OBS) and Yamuna
Biodiversity Park. Two wetlands, human modified systems in a densely
populated urban conglomeration made for an excellent learning opportunity for
a budding ecologist. As a kid, the Yamuna River had always amazed me.
Unaware of the pollution and deteriorating water quality of the river, I always
rejoiced over the fact that we have a river in the middle of the city, admiring it
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from the ITO Bridge. My first visit to OBS astounded me with the vastness of
the river and its flood plains and the colourful winged creatures that made it
their home during the winters. Now aware of the polluted state of the river, I
began to know more about the system and its biodiversity and ended up joining
the Wildlife Institute of India as a research scholar as part of a team to prepare
a management plan for OBS. A mosaic of habitats in and around the sanctuary
and its location on the Central Asian Flyway of migratory waterbirds make it an
ideal wintering ground. Despite being a protected area, the ecological integrity
of OBS is under severe anthropogenic threats that involve discharge of
untreated and partially treated wastewater into Yamuna River, eutrophication,
flow regime alteration, and infrastructure developmental in the surroundings.
The degradation has resulted in declining waterfowl numbers over the years in
the sanctuary, as well as alteration of the waterbird community composition
due to habitat modifications. The open and deep waters, sand bars, shallow
vegetated areas and extensive reed beds provide ideal habitat for a variety of
bird species including Northern Shoveler, Northern Pintail, Geese, Pochards,
Greater Flamingo, Gulls, Herons, Cormorants and Darter; the vegetation acts
as a buffer and an ideal escape for them against human disturbances. Built
with the aim of providing water for irrigation in the Gangetic plains of western
Uttar Pradesh, the reservoir has attained high conservation value in the course
of time, as an ‘Important Bird Area’. For a post graduate student and a naive
researcher, the sanctuary seemed an area torn between the conservation of
remaining green oasis in a landscape where the monster of ‘development’ was
trying to engulf whatever was left to be developed.
My next project was in the Terai Arc Landscape (TAL); a project that involved
assessing the wildlife habitat along various rivers in Uttarakhand, which were
designated for river bed mining. Many rivers in TAL are fed by ephemeral
streams which bring down large quantities of eroded boulders, clay and coarse
alluvium that eventually get deposited in the bhabar. Though these riverbed
materials are renewable resources, however, their unregulated extraction from
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wildlife habitats involves altering the environment and disturbing the wild
inhabitants of nearby forests. Most of these sites fell in prime elephant habitat,
the largest Tiger Habitat Block and important wildlife corridors for large bodied
mammals. Additionally, this landscape also supports a large human population
with high dependence on forest resources, many growing urban centers and an
active timber and sand mafia. We would walk transects into the forest, looking
for wildlife, signs of anthropogenic pressure and recording various habitat
parameters. It was an opportunity of walking through the forests of TAL with
varying disturbance regimes; few severely scarred with faint hopes for the
surviving wildlife while others held high conservation value, teeming with signs
of wildlife including elephant and tiger. We had a few close encounters with the
giants of these forests, the Asian elephants, and were scared to the bone by the
deafening roar of a tiger on one occasion. Once we saw fresh pugmarks of a
mother leopard and its cubs embossed on wet mud along the river bank; cubs
walking in close proximity to their mother, perhaps frightened of the unknown.
Large tracts of forests in TAL are conserved under India’s Protected Area
network; however, equally important habitat remains under the mercy of
development wheel and burgeoning urbanization. In recent years, the natural
habitat is shrinking in the TAL; large contiguous forests have become
fragmented patches while the corridors connecting them are being swallowed
up by the expanding settlements, thus, losing on their ecological functions.
A journey up in the mountains: Closer to clouds
Even when I worked in the wetlands of the Gangetic plains or in the foothills of
the Himalaya, my heart was beating for the Himalayan forests. I continued my
romance with these mighty mountains with a few trips to nearby hill stations of
Dehradun.

With

some

understanding

of

both

aquatic

and

terrestrial

ecosystems, I was in a dilemma to choose between wetlands and forests for my
doctoral work. Meanwhile, I got a chance to visit Tungnath in Kedarnath
Wildlife Sanctuary (KWS). If nature is the best teacher, then, Tungnath is one
place where it comes into its full glory to teach a disciple the diversity,
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particularly of floral components, that Himalaya has to offer. Appreciating the
variety of timberline tree communities, the alpine scrub and grasslands;
revering the colours of the Himalayan Monal and grandeur of the Himalayan
Griffon and Golden Eagle; spellbound by the beauty that led till the horizon, I
decided that I want to spend as much time as possible in these forests. At that
very moment, looking at the riots of colours on the canvas of the sky with the
sun setting; I knew that I belonged in these mountains. In less than a year I
was back to KWS, this time in Madhmaheshwer valley, the second Kedar and
the lesser visited sibling of Tungnath, for my doctoral study.
The Himalayan forests form the foundation of local economy with locals
deriving a number of benefits from them. The remoteness and isolation have
resulted in an intricately woven relationship of locals with the natural systems.
Despite the notion that they are responsible for the massacre of Himalayan
forests, people have had a tradition of a harmonious relationship with the
surrounding forests. Many communities have been managing forests through
collective actions and a deep-rooted belongingness for them has taken shape.
In the past, sparsely populated settlements with basic requirements had little
negative influence on the neighbouring forest’s health. However, increased
human population, excessive extraction practices, market influence on the
local economy, increasing tourist inflow and resultant development activities
have taken its toll on forests in the recent decades. This degradation of forests
not only threatens the survival of wildlife but has also jeopardized the wellbeing of already vulnerable local communities. This has enhanced the intra
and inter-community conflicts and inequality within the society. The shrinking
of natural habitats of wildlife, the rising proximity of human settlements to the
forests due to land use changes and access of humans and their livestock
deeper into wilderness result in direct competition between humans and
wildlife for resources. This negative interaction is detrimental for the well being
of the people as well for conservation goals.
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My work involved studying the forest dependency of villagers in the landscape,
the human-wildlife negative interaction and community participation in forest
conservation. The socio-ecological systems in the Himalaya are highly dynamic
with resource use pattern being decided by a number of factors including
economic status of household, accessibility to alternate resources, access and
proximity to free resources and climatic conditions. I found that many times,
dependency is not only need-based but habitual where people extract free
resources despite having alternate means. Villages situated inside the
Sanctuary or closer to it, not only had higher dependency on forest resources,
they also put lesser efforts in augmenting resource availability within the agroforestry systems. Though living next to a forest has its own share of benefits,
however, it also means enduring unwelcome visits of neighbors from the
forests. Though villagers admitted that visits by wildlife happened in the past
too, in recent years the species that visit and frequency of crop raiding and
attacks on both livestock and their human companions have increased
dramatically.
While most blamed it on the prohibition of killing wild species, many were not
hesitant to accept that greed of taking more and more from nature is the root
cause. Few also blamed it on declining social goodwill as the joint efforts by
community to chase away the uninvited guests and the night vigils during
harvest

seasons

have

declined.

In

this

tug-of-war

with

wildlife

and

management authorities, locals appreciate the need of protecting these forests.
Community managed forests were well protected while low elevation villages
had better availability of biomass in the agro-forestry systems. The humans
who form a prevalent feature of the KWS landscape revered the forests and the
bounties that they get from them, however many are torn in the struggle of
survival in a land with limited livelihood opportunities.
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Are humans at war with nature?
I have been pondering for a long time, are we at war with Nature? And I have
come to accept that yes we are. Sometimes this war is for survival, of day-today existence but many times this war is of greed. Whether it is a villager
bringing fuelwood from a protected area, a barrage on Chambal River resulting
in range-reduction of riverine fauna or diverting water, that feeds Keoladeo
National Park, for irrigation resulting in habitat modification in the Park, the
war is more often than not for the basic amenities. Today, over 65% of the
India’s

population

resides

in

villages.

These

have

limited

livelihood

opportunities and have an economy that is intimately associated with the
natural habitats for subsistence as well as for livelihood. Our country faces a
challenge in providing livelihood opportunities to those residing in remote parts
and spread development equally without endangering wildlife. In such a
scenario, the exclusionist policies of conservation which alienate these
communities threaten the success of conservation goals. As long as the
opportunity costs of conservation to the local communities exceed the benefits
they get from natural resources, their support will be compromised.
As the saying goes ‘Mother Nature has enough for everyone’s need but not
greed’, the issue is more challenging when the concerns are the greed and
apathy

of

humans.

This

necessitates

for

psychological

and

cultural

transformation as it becomes imperative to sensitize and mobilize the public
about the conservation.
With the fast pace of development going on in the country, enormous number
of development projects are either operational or proposed through many
wilderness areas that pose immense threats to the biodiversity of the region.
Many a times the hunger for more land leads to encroachment deep into the
natural habitats. The mass tourism that has been encouraged in many of the
wildlife habitats is not only detrimental for conservation goals but is also
damaging for social and cultural equilibrium. It is important to ensure that
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development is not encouraged at the cost of biodiversity, along with
appropriating the development policies to include conservation goals.
During this wonderful traverse across Indian forests and protected areas, I
have come to realize that conservation is like walking on a twin-edged sword
where it is imperative to involve local community’s interests and needs in
conservation planning on one hand while including the conservation goals in
development planning on the other.

Upma Manral is a PhD scholar at Wildlife Institute of India and has worked on various
aspects of wetland and forest ecosystems viz. bio-physical inventorisation, livelihood
security of rural communities, eco-tourism and human-wildlife negative interactions. She is
also a recipient of ‘Rufford Small Grant for Nature Conservation Application’ for the year
2015-16.
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When The Rains Don't Come
By Anuraj R Kaimal
The herpetofauna (Reptiles and Amphibians) has always been my fascination.
They show vast diversity and endemism in the Western Ghats. About 80% of
the amphibians and 70% of the reptiles in the Western Ghats are found only
here which makes Western Ghats one of the best school to study about them.
The huge diversity of herpetofauna and many other floral and faunal groups in
the Western Ghats owe to the rains. The rains determined the type of forests
here and along with it shaped the animal communities. Hence the arrival of the
Monsoon rains which spans across 6-7 months brings festive mood to me as it
brings lots of frogs and snakes with it. Except for this here back at my home
state Kerala in the Western Ghats we received 60% less rain. There was no
more the usual 300 cm annual rainfall and the ones to blame are well all of us.
Every human has to take the blame including me and the person at the other
end of the world.
The herpetofauna of Western Ghats is iconic with the inclusion of many
spectacular species. We have the bush frogs that directly emerge from the egg
as frogs. These unique frogs ranging from the size of a finger nail to the size of
the fore finger has close to 60 species and every year new species are being
discovered. Then there are the gliding frogs, tree toad, and the dancing frogs all
unique on its own. Western Ghats is also blessed with huge diversity of
Caecilians, the legless amphibians that are mysterious with their fossorial life
style. And when it comes to reptiles the case is not different as there is a lot in
the form of snakes, lizards, chelonians and crocodile. The toxic beauty of
snakes range from the mighty King Cobra to the brightly colored Coral snakes
named aptly. Among the non-venomous snakes particular attention has to be
given to the fossorial shield tail snakes that are primitive. Then we have lots of
lizards and turtles that are endemic and threatened. All of these animals
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flourish because of the monsoon rains and the reduced rains meant I didn’t get
to see much of them. Now that’s something that I am not excited about and it
is deeply disappointing for a person like me who finds his joy among the frogs,
lizards and snakes. But how are these creatures feeling as their very existence
is threatened with these changes. What will they have to say about all this if I
get to have a talk with them? I wish they could talk to me and to tell a secret I
can really talk to them and that’s why I love them more!!!
First

I

encountered

the

very

tiny

variable

bush

frog

(Raorchestes

akroparallagi)and I decided to ask him how he feels. At first he was afraid of me
but realizing I was not there to harm him he decided to open up after finding a
seat on my fingertip.
“Sorry for not trusting you first but no offence your kind can not be trusted
and that’s the word in the jungle. I just want to speak up as there is a lot to get
out of my heart. Do you know how hot it is out here? You guys made this place
so warm that me and my people find it really hard to live. The chemicals and
pollutants you expel are messing with our skin. Sometimes it gets really hard
for us to breath. Our friends living in the stream are also suffering. They are
born with malformations because your people polluted their home. Their kids
are born without eyes just because your kind pretend to be blind about the
mistakes you make. We are eating off the pest insects for you and instead of
gratitude you guys present us with your pesticides that mess with our skin and
body. Let me talk about all those who lost their lives in the road because of you
guys and I am not just talking for the frogs but for the caecilians, butterflies,
snails, reptiles and rodents that lose their lives by your wheels just because
they want to get to their home or meet their loved. You divided our home
building your roads, estates, townships and cities and because of that we lost
our home. In all those forest fragments there are many small animals that live
in isolation destined to perish and all you do is write research articles and
present it in your symposiums. Even the ones living inside the forest are not
safe. You encroach into their habitat, you create forest fires, you introduce
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alien species, and you clear the forests just so that you can turn this planet
into a grave yard. How is this fair? We never invaded into your home to kill
you. We are willing to share this world with you all but humans are not willing
to share owing to their greed and lust.
You have made so much change to the world that even nature is showing no
mercy. All this year we waited for the rains in vein. What was supposed to be a
fertile land for new seeds of future has become a barren of no hope. In the
nature we fight, compete, feed, survive and perish but in line with its laws and
justice. What humans did was to ignore the law to start an unfair race with his
fellow beings. There will come a day when even the deep space that you
conquered holds no sanctuary and that day you might realize what home and
family means. With every passing moment of your ignorance nature is arming
itself to fight a war for independence from the clutches of humanity. The day of
prosperity will then arrive when the game become fair again. So it is for you to
decide to change or else everything will be changed!”
That’s all he said to me and I believe those words. For all of you reading it
might sound like a hallucination or a dream but all those creatures that suffer
will have something similar to share. For all they talk in the language of pain
which is universal. Along with every new piece on extinction, habitat loss and
images of suffering we have to understand that it is becoming too late. Our
ancestors once respected and protected our environment. The sacred groves in
the Western Ghats were important reserves of diversity. Unfortunately
somewhere down the line we started to lose that quality. It is not the duty of
just a few people to conserve the bio diversity but it is the responsibility of the
entire society. We have to enlighten our fellow beings and children about the
value of conservation and make them a part of this journey. This year itself we
saw people dying out because of drought, we saw states fighting over river and
every cubic feet of water. People were ready to rebel for water but when it
comes to protecting the Western Ghats which is the source of these rivers they
are not there to fight. We don’t battle out against those who mine and burn our
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nature, we don’t resist those who pollute our rivers but instead we just join
them directly or indirectly. We need the rains, the rivers and these habitats
just like any other creature. No matter how sophisticated we can’t refuse to be
a part of that cycle.
Apologies won’t help to change the past. All we should be doing is to ensure
that the future is green and fruitful. To ensure that we have to work together
irrespective of the differences we hold between each other. I am hopeful for the
future and waiting for the next monsoon in the Western Ghats. Once more I
will get to the symphony of the frogs and once more I will get to see thousands
of fireflies shining bright together ensuring that everything will be fine again…
******

Anuraj Kaimal is presently working as a conservation biologist at Aralam Wildlife Sanctuary,
Kerala. His main field of research is Herpetology.
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What India’s Natural Heritage Taught Me About Life
By Madhushri K Mudke
As I reached Coorg at the break of day, I was welcomed by a jeep and the smile
of the driver who had rushed to pick me up. My lonely soul immediately filled
up with happiness on seeing someone so friendly. The previous night, I had
started from Bangalore on a bumpy bus. I reached Madikeri at four in the
morning and promptly fell asleep at the noisy bus stop. After about fifteen
minutes of my intermittent sleep, I got up to notice that I was attracting a lot of
unwanted attention, usually the kind that is given to ‘solo’ women travellers in
India. And if caught alone at wee hours in unexpected places, like the bus stop
in my case, women are singled out even more! My eyes were tired. With enough
‘jugaad’ (a Hindi word for making your way through), just before dawn, I
managed to get onto a sleeper bus to reach Kabinakad. And yet again, I found
myself standing alone at a request stop in the early morning engulfed by rains,
tea gardens and the mountains of the Western Ghats.
The sun played peek-a-boo with the clouds. Chhrrrr-chhrrrr-chhrrrr went a
flock of 100 starlings right above my head as I extended my head upwards to
count them. I heard a long shrill of a woodpecker who was flying from tree to
tree searching for ants and other insects to feed upon. In the middle of a small
agricultural field stood a leafless tree. As I gazed upon it, I thought that it
looked really lonely without its leaves, just like I was without my favourite
group of Homo sapiens. Suddenly a tinge of yellow caught my eye. Like a magic
ray of hope, it circled the tree. Much to my surprise, the tree that I felt was
lonely, was now with a beautiful companion - the Grey-headed Canary
Flycatcher. The tree smiled back at me and told me that she wasn’t alone, she
is into a different kind of friendship. Her relationship with the canary is
stronger than her relationship with her own leaves. She went on to say that she
has plenty of companions - some tailed, some winged! She’s happy without her
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leaves as well. I smiled back at her, amazed as the realisation dawned on me your choice of companionship can vary - it need not be what society deems it
should be! In the background the clouds rolled over lush green mountains. The
grey sky took on a deep blueish hue and suddenly burst into droplets that
scattered all over the ground. They spread a wave of happiness on the earth.
Half drenched in the rains, I stood there with my pink umbrella against the
foreboding backdrop of the grey skies. A tiny frog jumped over my feet from the
bushes by the side. It took another quick jump to disappear inside a puddle.
One last jump to cross the road and it went back into the bushes where it
belonged. I realised I needed no human companion to be at peace - not when I
had the rains, trees, birds and frogs to love back!

By now the driver had turned the jeep around and I hopped inside. In no time,
we were on a road with dense rainforest on either side. From the valley below,
towering trees reached out to touch the distant sky. Although I was used to
seeing tall skyscrapers in Bombay, these magnificent trees overpowered even
those and looked much taller and stronger. They seemed to belong to another
world. In this forest, lichens and moss covered the branches of most of the
trees. I could neither see the grey clouds nor the mountains anymore - the
dense canopy above my head covered everything, making a dark, green roof
above us. As I looked through the window of my jeep my heart filled with joy.
All the tensions of my life and my quarter-life crises disappeared within the
deep crevices of my brain. I had forgotten that there is a world outside of the
forest. I smiled to myself and felt blessed for my new companion.

Turning round another hairpin bend on the road, I saw a silver shimmer.
Amidst all the peaceful green, I caught a glimpse of fast-flowing water. The
shine was nothing less than that of the solitaires that my friends love to wear
on their fingers. These diamonds are their most prized possessions but the one
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I was watching was a different jewel - one whose importance is lost within our
busy lives. Our life today is a competitive journey - a rat race. It starts with
smaller material possessions in schools and colleges. With a high paying job,
our possessions have progressed to greedy demands of big cars and a luxury
house. Throughout the journey, most of us fail to see the natural beauty
around us. I am specifically talking about the Western Ghats that we have here
in India. The only goal of our life is to snag the biggest possible rhinestone ring
that we can! They say that the solitaire is a symbol of love and strong
companionship. Deep within my thoughts I had made the forest my greatest
companion. I urge you to go see one of these natural waterfalls within the
emerald green forests of the Western Ghats. Feel the diamond-like droplets fall
on your head. These natural gems deserve to be seen by one and all. And once
you experience it, I guarantee you that the masterpiece decorating your body
will lose its charm in no time. Although the bigger question here is whether you
can imagine a life without these material possessions and instead get close to
the real elements of the environment?

“Ma’am, please come!” said the driver, shaking me out of my deep reverie. I
jumped out of the car and was greeted by an old couple. They lived within the
mountains, coffee plantations and vineyards and earned their living through
the organic home-stay that they had opened for travellers. They named it
Honey-Valley. With the growing demand, they built extra rooms for their
guests. My sojourn was basic and simple with one bed and no bathroom. The
bathrooms were constructed separately outside - two common baths for a row
of eight rooms. I just loved my space! My room’s door opened to the east with a
view of the mountains of the Western Ghats. I quickly freshened up and walked
down to the dining hall to have my simple vegetarian breakfast. The dining hall
had a very rustic and tranquil feel to it. I rejoiced within as I sipped my filter
coffee. My eyes chanced upon a bookshelf in the hall. I ran towards it and
scanned

through

it.

I

looked

at

the
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conservationists and wildlife lovers; books with birds, insects and mammals
from India and abroad. I spent the next half an hour scanning through the
library and made a mental list of all the books that I would love to read during
my stay at Honey-Valley. Since the glass doors of the cupboard were locked, I
sat down staring at each book from the outside!

Mr Suresh, the owner of the home-stay asked me politely if I’d like to read any
of them. I looked at him with love and greed, “How I wish I had the time to read
all of them”, I answered. He laughed as he handed me the keys of the
cupboard. I struggled to settle down with one book. I spent the next three
hours reading excerpts from ten different books in a corridor overlooking the
Western Ghats. Later in the afternoon, I finally managed to get up and stroll
bare-foot on the non-cemented, natural yard of the resort. Mr Suresh was
sitting with his dogs reading a newspaper. I went up to him to have a small
chat. Little did I know that he is an encyclopaedia of enlightened thoughts and
knowledge about the two things I love – forests and wine!

With similar interests we soon became good friends. He told me that the place I
am standing on, was once a vineyard and that he used to make honey wine.
The earliest description of honey wine can be found in rigvedas. Otherwise
called ‘mead’, the wine is an exotic drink made out of fermented honey and
water. This is how the homestay got its name! We then spoke a bit about the
adventures of Kenneth Anderson ghooming with Byra in the Ghats and the five
game sanctuaries in India. “Hunters have taught us a lot about the forests”, he
exclaimed. We smiled at each other, nodding our heads in agreement. When Mr
Suresh smiles, his laugh lines become deeper. His forehead wrinkles to form
five bumpy lines. These lines on his face are not those of aging but of
knowledge that he has gained over the years while exploring India’s natural
heritage. He roamed around in the Ghats for years observing the natural
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beauty and the diversity of fauna. He wanted to escape from the hassles of city
life and the demands exercised by his family members. He came to the
mountains and built a single room house in 1994. The house served as a base
camp for trekkers and backpackers to trek to Karnataka’s third highest peak Mount Tadiandamol. This mountain is covered with patches of the epic
rainforests and shola forests of the Western Ghats. Even today he believes in
simple organic living, minimising demands and promoting tourism in a
responsible and sustainable way. He tells me with great sadness that he’s not
met a lot of people who like the forests or enjoy living a simple life.
The reason why we are losing our natural heritage and in this case the Western
Ghats, is because everyone today is given to luxury. The Western Ghats is one
among the eight ‘hottest hot-spots’ of biodiversity in the world. The benevolent
mountains were also declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2012.
Although with growing demands, this treasure of India has been facing several
threats. Ignoring their importance is a crime. For many of us life has become a
fruitless journey. Living within ‘four walls’ will completely destroy us! Home
and office, in the modern times, are a set of four walls strategically brought
together to provide us with luxury and comfort. We juggle between the two in
cars or other closed vehicles. Laptops, mobile phones and televisions make up
our world irrespective of where we are - trapping us within them. The day
passes by as we live within these gadgets, stuck in four walls - both literally
and metaphorically! It is something that keeps the mind shut by implementing
boundaries. I stood there and thought about everything that Mr Suresh was
saying. Indeed, these four walls have caged most of us!
These are the walls that we refuse to get out of. Mr Suresh claims that people
have lost interest in outdoor activities and the forests. They come to his
homestay for the sake of travelling or for a change from their daily routine.
They have no feelings and no respect towards the forest, nor the creatures
living within. People never explore or get out of their room because of the
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bubble of fear that encircles their life. And this is because of the four walls that
they have surrounded themselves in.
It is a well-known fact that Indians have been very protective about their
forests. We worship animals and trees. We conserve them by calling them
‘sacred groves’. When out in the open, say in a forest, there is no comfort, there
are no walls. The forest teaches to live together in harmony with other animals
who share the space on our only planet. It teaches us the importance of
sharing space without any boundaries. It forces us to take risks every single
day and pushes us out of our comfort zones. When staying close to the forest,
life isn’t a journey anymore, it is about rejoicing the rising sun, the rain and
the rivers. It is about finding peace while looking at the numerous flowering
plants, huge trees and lush green mountains that show us our true value in
this world. A human being is a tiny speck within this huge ecosystem of the
natural world. When living in the forests, demands go down immediately. Life is
more than just a journey to get somewhere. Life becomes analogous to art. The
art of living with enlightened and happy thoughts. It is just about celebrating
the rainbow, the clouds, the birds and the wind. These are all the things that
the forest has. If we decide to live with these physical universal elements, they
will never change! Because they are no one’s possessions. These are shared
equally by every creature on earth. And that’s what makes a healthy
ecosystem. The only question that man has to answer is whether he can
imagine a life without his possessions!
I urge you to go spend time experiencing the natural heritage of India. Observe
these little things and find joy in them. We Indians are still very lucky that we
have ‘the big-five’ and two biodiversity hotspots still alive each with its own
unique music. When I walked the mountains and sat under a tree, I saw my
life differently. Life is never about the journey you take to get there, life is about
listening to the music in the forest and rejoicing about the little things. The
huge mountains of Western Ghats taught me to see my true self. It taught me
to live without luxuries and demand less. Most important of all, it taught me to
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be less greedy and helped me develop feelings of compassion - compassion
towards animals other than human beings. This is the power of the natural
heritage of India. Today my life starts and ends within forests, for if there are
no forests there would be no life.

Madhushri R Mudke is a professional physiotherapist turned researcher, conservationist
and blogger with a special love for Frogs. She runs her own blog called
www.girlgonebirdzz.com and shares her experiences from the forests.
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